Vardar in 2018
The starting point for Vardar AS was the Buskerud County Authority’s investment in hydropower development and
power transmission in 1919. Today, the Group is a long-term investor in renewable energy, which is still owned by the
founder, the Buskerud County Authority, as the A shareholder with full management rights, and the municipalities in
Buskerud hold B shares without any management rights. After the establishment of the Viken County Authority on 1
January 2020, the municipalities in Buskerud will become owners with full management rights, and the county
authority’s holding company will cease to exist. The Group has the following reporting structure as of 31 December
2018:

Vardar AS
Hydropower
Vardar Vannkraft AS
Glitre Energi AS

Wind Power
Norway/Sweden
Vardar Boras AS

Bioenergy
Vardar Varme AS

Discontinued operations
Wind/Bio Abroad
Vardar Eurus AS

Based on the earnings and balance sheet of the Hydropower segment back to the early 2000s, Vardar has had the
opportunity to help build up a substantial wind power actor in the Baltic States, become a well-known wind power actor
in Norway and Sweden, and establish district heating operations in parts of Buskerud. The financing of investments
and entering into hedging instruments to reduce risk related to the operations have been combined in Vardar AS. In
financial reporting, this is defined as unallocated activities. The operations in the Baltic States have been sold
throughout 2018, and fall under discontinued operations.
There has been a boost in the power prices in 2018 relative to recent years, and this has had a positive impact on the
consolidated financial statements. Vardar has a hedging strategy that resulted in large portions of the free production
of power in 2018 being sold at spot prices, and the effect of higher power prices has therefore been substantial. Among
other things, this can be seen in the return on capital employed, which has increased for all segments relative to the
previous year.

The effect of the sale of the operations in the Baltic States is evident from the fact that wind power production was
lower than it has been in recent years. If full production in our various investments is assumed, Vardar’s contribution
to the production of renewable energy has performed as shown in the following graphs. The decline in 2018 is attributed
to the sale of our operations in the Baltic States.
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Group's key figures

UNIT

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Profit
Operating revenues

NOK million

473

1,120

920

817

830

EBITDA 1)

NOK million

313

634

564

428

434

Operating profit

NOK million

279

338

467

3

159

Profit for the year

NOK million

796

74

189

-212

-41

Dividends paid

NOK million

60

0

88

74

72

Balance Sheet

NOK million

Total capital

NOK million

4,024

7,518

7,411

7,413

6,696

Equity 2)

NOK million

2,294

1,699

1,593

1,622

1,662

Equity ratio

%

57.0%

22.6%

21.5%

21.9%

24.8%

Return on total assets

%

13.8%

1.0%

2.5%

-3.0%

-0.7%

Return on equity

%

39.9%

4.5%

11.7%

-12.9%

-2.3%

Cash flows

NOK million

Net cash flows from operating activities

NOK million

438

294

162

225

270

Net cash flows from investing activities

NOK million

2,108

13

-636

-622

-175

Power production 3)

GWh

3,184

4,312

4,154

4,142

4,122

1)

EBITDA is defined as the operating profit, excluding changes in the value of derivatives, depreciation and write-downs
The equity is inclusive of minority interests
3)
100% power production regardless of the ownership interest
2)

Vardar’s operations are exposed to various types of risk. The Group has a strategy to reduce risk that is related to
the development of the EUR/NOK exchange rate, interest rates and power prices, among other things. This entails
entering into hedging derivatives. Up to and including 2017, changes in value related to derivatives have primarily
been recognized through profit or loss. This results in a great deal of volatility in the profit after tax from year to year.
Vardar realized its investments in the Baltic States in 2018.
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Key figures
Vardar
Group
Power production in GWh, 100%
Power production in GWh, Vardar’s
share

Hydropower

Wind Power
Bioenergy Unallocated
Norway/Sweden

3,184

3,005

122

57

2,013

1,867

89

57

38

36

59

72

336,595

261,918

32,844

40,980

852

Share of profit attributable to AC/JV )

136,404

119,853

16,552

0

0

Total operating revenues

472,999

381,771

49,396

40,980

852

EBITDA

312,580

281,945

36,836

14,113

-19,495

Operating profit

279,291

270,519

27,575

1,728

-19,712

Net financial items

-58,254

-3,174

-6,819

-4,007

-42,435

Average price øre/kWh

2)

INCOME STATEMENT
(NOK million)
Operating revenues
1

Tax expense

83,308

87,514

3,083

-109

-8,315

Profit after tax from continuing operations

137,729

179,830

17,673

-2,170

-57,603

Profit after tax from discontinued operations

658,584

Profit for the period

796,314

179,830

17,673

-2,170

-57,603

Assets

4,024,304

2,528,688

310,971

282,934

901,712

Liabilities

1,730,324

380,336

142,885

131,024

1,076,080

BALANCE SHEET

AC – associated company, JV – joint venture. The share of profit attributable to Glitre Energi is presented in the Hydropower
segment under the share of profit attributable to AC/JV.
2)
The calculation of the average hydropower price only includes the total sales from production at the Usta and Nes power stations.
Approximately one-third of the power stations’ production is linked to a contractual price.
1)

Vardar is an energy group that focuses on the business areas of hydropower, wind power and bioenergy. The
operating segments correspond to the follow-up of investments by the management and Board of Directors. Vardar
primarily monitors its investments and finances its operations at the Parent Company level, and derivatives are also
entered into to hedge underlying cash flows at this level. These activities are presented as unallocated.

The Hydropower segment is the largest segment
measured by production and assets. This segment
consists of the wholly owned subsidiary Vardar
Vannkraft and the 50% ownership of Glitre Energi.
Vardar Vannkraft owns two-sevenths of the power
stations Usta and Nes in Hallingdal, which are jointly
owned with E-CO Energi AS (four-sevenths) and Øvre
Hallingdal Kraftproduksjon (one-seventh). In addition,
Vardar Vannkraft has purchased the rights to
withdraw Buskerud County Authority's concession
power rights for a 40-year period beginning in 2001.
Glitre Energi has been defined under this business
area up to and including the 2018 financial year. The
reason for this is the fact that most of the company's
profit attributable to majority interests, 50% of which is
recognized in Vardar’s income statement, is from

hydropower production. Glitre Energi also has
substantial ownership interests in power grids. As of
2019, Glitre Energi will be extracted as a separate
segment for Vardar.
Revenues from Vardar Vannkraft are primarily
generated from the spot market and long-term
contracts with municipalities in Hallingdal, in addition
to the sale of concession power. Usta and Nes have
a certain reservoir capacity, and energy allocation is
managed through active portfolio management
through the joint venture. The volume that is traded
through the spot market may fluctuate significantly
from year to year, depending on the precipitation,
catchment and reservoir levels.
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Production costs connected to hydropower production
are relatively low, but this is partially counteracted by
high resource rent taxation of 35.7% in 2018, in
addition to ordinary profit taxation. Operating
expenses are monitored and compared with other
hydropower producers in Norway.
Availability is important for optimizing revenues, and
this performance target is also actively monitored.
The utility-adjusted availability is measured, i.e.
whether the power stations are available when
production is the most profitable. Good planning and
the performance of maintenance on the plants will
result in a high utility-adjusted availability, and for
Usta and Nes this figure was more than 99% in 2018.
The ownership of Glitre Energi is actively followed up
at owner meetings throughout the year, as well as
regular dialogues and reports. Profit from Glitre
Energi is primarily from the sale of hydropower and
the distribution of energy through the power grid.
Beyond this, the Group has activities related to the
sale of power to end-users and fibre optic activities.
The head office of Glitre Energi is located in
Drammen. For more information on Glitre Energi,
reference is made to their website
www.glitreenergi.no.

The Wind Power Abroad segment encompassed
Vardar’s investments in the Baltic States through the
Vardar Eurus subsidiary Nelja Energia AS. Nelja
Energia AS was sold in 2018, and Vardar liquidated
its investment. The comparative figures for 2017
have been restated.
Important events in 2018
•
Signing of the sales agreement with Enefit
Green AS to acquire 100% of the company
Nelja Energia AS on 29 May 2018.

The segment consists of the wholly owned subsidiary
Vardar Boreas, the object of which is to invest in and
own wind power projects in Norway and Sweden,
respectively. Vardar Boreas has operative wind power
production in Sweden through its wholly owned
subsidiary Vardar Vind. In Norway, the activities are
related to the associated companies Kvalheim Kraft,
with its operative wind power portfolio, and Zephyr,
which develops, builds and operates wind farms. In
2017, Vardar chose to sell its stake in Midtfjellet
Vindkraft in connection with their investment decision
for phase III.
Revenues from Vardar Vind are generated through
the sale of production to the spot market, or through
bilateral agreements with counterparties regarded as
having a low level of risk. The volume that is traded

Important events in 2018
•
The upgrade of the Usta Power Station,
which was agreed on in 2016, is taking place
according to plan and on budget. The
upgrade entails the replacement of turbines
from 1965, which will provide greater output
and efficiency. It is expected that this work
will be completed in 2020.
Financial results
The segment's operating revenues totalled NOK 261
million, which is an increase of 49% over 2017. This
increase is primarily attributed to higher power prices,
in addition to higher power production totalling 20
GWh. Revenues from joint ventures (Glitre Energi)
totalled NOK 120 million, compared with NOK 96
million in 2017. This change is associated with higher
earnings from grid operations and other ownership
interests, where Viken Fiber and NGK Utbygging
contributed the most.
The underlying EBITDA was NOK 282 million, and the
increase of 39% over 2017 is attributed to higher
revenues from power sales.
The operating profit was NOK 271 million, an increase
of 41%, which is associated with higher revenues.

•

The sale was completed on 7 November
2018, after approval from the Baltic
authorities was in place. The buyer took
over the company effective as of 1 January
2018.

Financial results
The result for 2018 of NOK 659 million was presented
as discontinued operations and reflects the gain from
the sale. For 2017, which was a year of ordinary
operations, the result was NOK 123 million.

through this segment will fluctuate significantly from
year to year, depending on the wind resources. The
production estimates on which the investment
decisions are based are made on the basis of longterm wind measurements, and over the life of the
investment it is expected that this production will on
average be achieved. Electricity certificates are
received for all of the production.
The production costs related to wind power production
are relatively low, but costs are monitored
continuously to achieve optimal operations. Vardar’s
wind farms have entered into long-term operation and
maintenance agreements with the individual turbine
suppliers, and this represents the greatest cost driver.
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Important events in 2018
•
Vardar sold its share of the Haram Project to
Zephyr, so that Zephyr can develop the
project up until construction.
•
Zephyr sold its wind power project
Guleslettene to BlackRock Inc.
•
Zephyr entered into an agreement with
Prime Capital concerning the operation of
the wind farms Kvitfjell and Raudfjell in
Troms
Financial results
The segment's operating revenues totalled NOK 33
million, which is an increase of 26% over 2017. The
increase is attributed to higher power prices and the
prices for electricity certificates. Revenues from

The segment consists of the wholly owned subsidiary
Vardar Varme. In recent years, a substantial district
heating network from south to north in the City of
Hønefoss has been built. Vardar Varme produces
heat at both ends of the network. The production of
heat in the south is primarily based on raw wood chips
as the source of energy, while the heating plant in the
north generally uses recycled wood. The
infrastructure linked to the plant will be expanded in
the future when profitability is achieved, and new
customers will be connected as the system grows.
Vardar Varme owns 100% of the shares of Øvre Eiker
Fjernvarme AS, which operates a small district
heating plant in Vestfossen. This facility has a
biofuel-fired plant that has been designed to use
various types of biofuel.
Important events in 2018
•
Surpassed 400 customer installations for
heating and cooling in Hønefoss
•
Delivery to the new Benterud School

The registered office of Vardar AS is located in
Drammen Municipality.
In accordance with section 3-3 of the Norwegian
Accounting Act, the Board of Directors confirms that
the prerequisites for continued operations are present.
The annual report and accounts have therefore been
prepared under this assumption, which is based on
the company’s earnings forecast for 2019 and the
following years.
Vardar prepares consolidated financial statements in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting
Standard (IFRS). The Group has a risk management
system that encompasses the financial hedging of
power production, foreign currency and interest rates

associated companies totalled NOK 17 million,
compared with NOK 10 million in 2017. This increase
is attributed to the gain from the sale of Guleslettene
Wind Farm in Zephyr, as well as a higher result from
Kvalheim Kraft stemming from higher power prices
and electricity certificate prices.
The underlying EBITDA of NOK 37 million represents
an increase of 71% over 2017. The increase is
primarily attributed to higher power prices and
electricity certificate prices.
The operating profit was NOK 28 million, compared
with a loss of NOK 1 million in 2017. The increase is
primarily attributed to higher power prices and
electricity certificate prices.

•

In-house production of all the wood chips
used by the plant at Hvervenmoen

Financial results
The segment's operating revenues totalled NOK 41
million, which is an increase of 14% over 2017. This
increase is associated with the acquisition of new
customers, higher sales prices and more cooling
sales.
The underlying EBITDA of NOK 14 million represents
an increase of 20% over 2017. This increase is
primarily attributed to higher revenues as a result of
increased consumption and higher power prices.
The operating profit was NOK 2 million, compared
with NOK 0 million in 2017. This increase is attributed
to higher revenues as a result of increased
consumption and higher power prices.

in order to increase the predictability of its cash flows.
Vardar AS introduced hedge accounting of cash flow
hedges related to power production as of 1 January
2018. This means that changes in the value of power
derivatives and foreign currency derivatives are
primarily recognized under other comprehensive
income. Derivatives used to hedge predictable
interest rate expenses do not qualify for hedge
accounting. Value changes related to interest rate
derivatives are primarily recognized through profit or
loss. The changes in value that are not linked to
hedge accounting may entail significant profit
fluctuations from year to year.
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FINANCIAL RESULTS
(comparative figures from 2017 are shown in
parentheses. The comparative figures have been
restated in relation to the annual financial statements
in accordance with IFRS 5 due to the disposal of
operations)
The profit after tax for the Vardar Group from
continuing operations in 2018 was NOK 138 million
(NOK -49 million). The increase over 2017 is
attributed to an increase in power prices and
electricity certificate prices, as well as the introduction

of hedge accounting. The contribution to earnings
from discontinued operations is NOK 659 million in
2018 (NOK 123 million). The increase is attributed to
a gain from the sale of shares.
The change compared with the 2017 financial
statements is displayed by the following graphs, which
focus on the changes in continuing operations.
Comments are made on the discontinued operations
in a separate section.

Continuing operations

Higher revenues are attributed to somewhat higher
power production, but primarily to increased power
prices and electricity certificate prices.
Earnings from associated companies are higher and
are attributed to the increased profit from Glitre Energi
as a result of the increased profit from grid operations
and other activities that encompass Viken Fiber and
NGK Utbygging, among others. In addition, the
Vardar Boreas associated company Kvalheim Kraft
delivered a better result due to higher power prices
and electricity certificate prices.
The operating expenses have increased as a result of
increased production at Vardar Varme and Vardar
Vannkraft.
The 2017 financial statements contained a write-down
of the Rögle Wind Farm in Sweden, as well as
substantial costs related to the change in the value of

derivatives that do not qualify as hedge accounting.
After the introduction of hedge accounting as of 1
January 2018, these types of changes in value are
recognized under other comprehensive income. The
operating expenses in the 2017 financial statements
related to these items totalled NOK 89 million.
Finance showed a positive development as a result of
the positive development for the foreign exchange
gains or losses.
Changes in the interest rate derivatives have shown a
positive development in step with rising interest rates
in 2018, more or less at the same level as in the 2017
financial statements.
In the following, the primary emphasis will be on
presenting the earnings from the underlying
operations.

Underlying operating revenues
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Vardar’s revenues come from the sale of generated
hydropower, wind power and district heating. The
sale of free production is primarily at spot prices for
hydropower and wind power, while major portions of
the district heating production are sold based on fixed
price contracts.
Production is dependent on hydrological conditions,
such as precipitation, wind and temperature. An
attempt is made to optimize revenues through energy
planning, financial trading and geographic conditions.

Operating revenues totalled NOK 337 million, which is
an increase of 41% compared with 2017. The change
in operating revenues is primarily attributed to higher
power prices and electricity certificate prices. The
production of hydropower and district heating also
increased somewhat. Revenues related to the sale of
consulting services are under unallocated activities.

Underlying EBITDA (excluding extraordinary items)

In total, EBITDA exclusive of changes in value and
write-downs was NOK 305 million, an increase of 43%
over the comparative figure for 2017. The changes

are associated with higher power prices and electricity
certificate prices, in addition to somewhat increased
hydropower and district heating production.

Underlying operating profit

All segments show a positive operating profit
performance as a result of the higher power prices
and electricity certificate prices.

Profit after tax
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All segments showed a positive development since
2017 as a result of the higher power prices and
electricity certificate prices. The associated
companies have also generally delivered better
results than in 2017. The introduction of hedge
accounting for Vardar AS had a positive effect on the

Discontinued operations
Since the early 2000s, Vardar has invested in
renewable energy in the Baltic States together with
local investors from Estonia. This resulted in the
establishment of the company Nelja Energia AS,
which became the largest producer of renewable
energy in the Baltic States. When Vardar adopted a
new ownership strategy in 2016, we started to explore
the possibilities for a sale of the company. This
resulted in the signing of an agreement with Enefit
Green AS for the sale of 100% of the shares on 29
May 2018, and the sale was completed on 7
November 2018 after approvals had been granted by
the competition authorities in the three Baltic
countries. Enefit Green is a wholly owned subsidiary
of the Estonian state-owned energy company Eesti
Energia.
Financially, the profit from the sale of Nelja Energia is
presented in the financial statements as profit from
discontinued operations.
Vardar’s ownership of Nelja Energia was placed in the
subsidiary Vardar Eurus AS, in which NEFCO (The
Nordic Environment Finance Corporation) had an
ownership interest of 10%. As a financial investor, it
has been important to have an established strategy to
sell the company. This was defined through the
shareholders’ agreement, in which Vardar, as the
owner of Vardar Eurus, gave NEFCO an option to sell
its assets and was given in return an option to buy out
NEFCO. This obligation has been defined in Vardar’s
consolidated financial statements as a non-controlling
ownership interest in accordance with IFRS 10, and it
has been treated as the hedging of a net investment
in a foreign enterprise, with changes in value under
other comprehensive income. After the sale of Nelja
Energia, Vardar bought out NEFCO from Vardar
Eurus at book value. Reclassification of items
recognized under other comprehensive income was
recognized through profit or loss.

profit compared with 2017, since the changes in value
related to foreign exchange hedges in 2018 were
recognized under other comprehensive income
instead of through profit or loss as in 2017. The profit
for 2017 also included recognized write-downs of
NOK 12 million.

obligation has not been defined in Vardar’s
consolidated financial statements as a non-controlling
ownership interest in accordance with IFRS 10, and it
has accordingly been recognized. Upon termination
of the shareholders’ agreement in connection with the
sale, this option lapsed.
The investment in Nelja Energia was partially hedged
through forward foreign exchange contracts. These
hedges have not qualified as hedge accounting, and
the changes in value have been recognized on an
ongoing basis through profit or loss.
Nelja Energia practised hedge accounting for its
interest rate derivatives. Changes in value have been
recognized under other comprehensive income, and
this was reclassified to through profit or loss upon the
sale.
Since Nelja Energia has had the euro as its currency,
translation differences arise upon recognition in
Vardar’s consolidated financial statements. These
translation differences have been recognized under
other comprehensive income, and this was
reclassified to through profit or loss upon the sale.
For a more detailed description of the various options,
treatment of derivatives through profit or loss and
under other comprehensive income, and the
translation of foreign currency, reference is made to
the notes in the consolidated financial statements.
Discontinued operations contributed a profit after tax
of NOK 659 million (NOK 123 million). The increase
over 2017 is attributed to gains from the sale of
shares.

Ownership of Nelja Energia was divided between
Vardar Eurus with 77% and the remainder with local
financial investors from Estonia. An option was also
granted in this shareholders’ agreement. This
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Financial matters and capital structure
At the end of the year, the Vardar Group had total
assets of NOK 4,024 million (NOK 7,518 million) with
equity of NOK 2,294 million (NOK 1,699 million). The
substantial change from 2017 is attributed to the gain
from the sale of the subsidiary Nelja Energia AS.
All investments are primarily financed at the parent
company level. Importance has been attached to
establishing a loan portfolio in Vardar AS with an
appropriate maturity structure in order to reduce our
refinancing risk. Our loan portfolio includes a credit
facility of NOK 50 million. After the sale of Nelja
Energia, Vardar has redeemed all its outstanding
loans from Nordea, while establishing a future
financing framework at the same time. The parent
company has a loan of NOK 235 million maturing in
December 2019.
The Board of Directors considers the equity to be
satisfactory, as well as the liquidity. Nonetheless, the
company attaches importance to being able to tackle
periods with low power prices, pressure on earnings
and the need for refinancing in the years to come.
The cash flow from operating activities in the Vardar

Group totalled NOK 438 million (NOK 294 million).
The difference between the profit before tax and the
cash flow from operating activities is attributed
primarily to changes in the value of financial
instruments and write-downs.
Net investments totalled NOK 2,108 million
(NOK 12 million). The positive contribution is from the
sale of shares in Nelja Energia AS.
Allocations
Vardar’s current dividend policy calls for distribution of
50% of the cash flow available in the Parent Company
as a dividend. However, this practice has not been
followed in recent years. In accordance with IFRS,
dividend provisions are set aside in the accounts after
the dividend has been adopted, which will take place
at the Annual General Meeting in May 2019. The
Board of Directors recommends an ordinary dividend
of NOK 40 million and an extraordinary dividend of
NOK 700 million related to the sale of Nelja Energia.
The comprehensive income for Vardar AS was NOK
298 million, and this will be transferred to other
reserves.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Vardar is exposed to different types of risk, the most
important of which are connected to the market,
financing and operating parameters. Risk
management is an integral part of Vardar’s
management structure, and regular reports are made
to the Board of Directors.

revenues are in euros through the sale of generated
power on Nord Pool and Nasdaq. In addition, cash
flows related to future power revenues are hedged
through forward foreign exchange contracts. Hedge
accounting has been introduced for such hedging as
of 1 January 2018

Market risk
The market risk for Vardar is primarily related to
developments in power prices and production
volumes. Both factors are affected by the weather
and precipitation, while prices are also affected by
production, consumption and the transmission
capacity. Prices are also affected by the development
of prices for alternative sources of energy, such as oil,
coal and gas, in addition to the price of CO2. Vardar
has a framework for the management of risk linked to
power prices, while risk management related to power
production takes place first and foremost through
optimization of energy allocation for hydropower
production. For wind power, there is a strong focus
on the selection of various geographic areas,
selection of the type of turbines and high availability in
order to reduce the production risk.

Vardar is exposed to interest rate changes through its
loan portfolio. An interest rate hedging strategy using
interest rate derivatives as an instrument, among
other things, has been introduced to counteract this.

Vardar’s framework for risk management of power
prices encompasses Hydropower and Wind Power
Norway/Sweden, and it shall ensure a minimum cash
flow. The bioenergy segment is exposed to
uncertainty with respect to the sales price to
customers, also encompassing developments in grid
tariffs and government taxes. The strategy of having
a customer portfolio with both fixed and floating sales
prices buffers this risk somewhat.

Vardar has limited credit risk from loan receivables.
At the end of the year, there were only loan
receivables from Glitre Energi and subsidiaries, and
the risk linked to these is regarded as very low.

Financial risk
Financial risk is linked to the development of the
exchange rates between Norwegian kroner and euros
and Swedish kronor, development of the interest rate
level, and risk linked to liquidity. Most of Vardar’s

Vardar has limits for the management of its liquidity
risk that have been determined by the Board of
Directors. In brief, this means that the company shall
have adequate liquidity at any given time to service
the Group's loans and maturities one year into the
future. In addition, net cash flow, excluding
investments, shall be sufficient at any given time to
service the interest on all external debt. The Group
has loans maturing in 2019, and they have been
refinanced through a borrowing facility granted by
Nordea. It is expected that the Group will maintain
the ability to refinance in the future.

Operational risk
Operational risk is defined as the risk of loss as a
result of inadequate internal processes, human error,
systems failure, or external events that can result in
inadequate power production and thus the loss of
revenue. The Group purchases most of its
operational services externally. With regard to the
production of power by Vardar Vannkraft, these
services are purchased from E-CO, which has long
experience and contingency plans. For wind power
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companies, this will be safeguarded through
management agreements with the turbine suppliers in
the individual parks. For Vardar Varme, this is
safeguarded through internal routines and
contingency plans.
ICT services are procured from a third party, and the
risk is included in the general contingency plans of the
service provider. This encompasses both the
availability of ICT tools and security in relation to the
misuse of information from the Group's databases
and analysis tools.
The Group has an operative risk exposure related to
the destruction of their own facilities as a result of
natural disasters or fire, for example. Damage to
these facilities will result in the loss of assets and
subsequently the loss of revenue. The Group has
insured this with various excess amounts and stoploss covers. In addition, the Group has liability
insurance that covers any compensation for thirdparty life and property when the damage or loss has
not deliberately been caused by an employee.

Risk related to the operating parameters,
countries and partners
The Group’s operating parameters are affected by
political decisions, including the regulations for
indirect and direct taxes, orders from the Norwegian
Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE),
changes in the rules for the minimum water flow and
the reversion scheme, as well as changes in the
general framework conditions for both Norway and the
EU. Changes in laws and regulations can significantly
affect the Group.
Furthermore, with regard to risk, reference is made to
the notes in the consolidated financial statements.
Internal control of financial reporting
Vardar has an internal control system for financial
reporting to ensure good, reliable financial
information. The Board of Directors has the ultimate
responsibility for a well-functioning internal control
system, and an Audit Committee has been
established among the members of the Board of
Directors to help in this connection. The main
elements of the internal control system are risk
assessment, control activities, information, monitoring
and control environments, and an annual review of
the processes is conducted.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Vardar is responsible for the social consequences of
the Group's operations with respect to any external
environmental impact, human rights, working
conditions and other social matters. This responsibility
applies throughout Vardar’s entire value chain and
operations, and it also encompasses any
procurements and investments made by the Group.
The Group's operations consist essentially of the
production of renewable energy, and the Group
contributes accordingly to increasing the supply of
clean energy and thus the fulfilment of climate targets
in the countries in which the company has operations.
Plants for the production of renewable energy also
represent major encroachments, mostly of a visual
nature. Vardar is concerned that the social benefits of
such encroachments are greater than the
disadvantages. Different interest groups can often
have different views of such assessments. Vardar is
interested in good, transparent processes that form
the best possible basis on which the concession
authorities can make their decisions.
The Board of Directors of Vardar has adopted ethical
guidelines that are published on the company's
website. In addition, a set of core values has been
adopted that are to characterize the operations. They
are visualized by the keywords: honesty, openness,
professionalism and commitment. Purchasing
guidelines that are to ensure that all suppliers of
goods and services receive fair and equal treatment
have also been adopted. The Group has zero
tolerance for corruption, and a number of measures
have been implemented to reduce the risk of
irregularities to the greatest possible extent. In
connection with the establishment of cooperative
solutions that involve partners with whom we have no
previous experience, background investigations are
conducted to ensure as far as possible that these are
companies or persons who share the same values
and standards as the Vardar Group. The Board of

Directors of Vardar has also adopted instructions for
whistle blowing.

Personnel, health, safety and the environment
At year end, there was a total of 19 employees in the
Vardar Group, that is in the Parent Company, Vardar,
and the subsidiaries, Vardar Vannkraft, Vardar Varme
and Vardar Vind. Of these 19 employees, 4 are
women. The Group has a collaboration agreement
with Glitre Energi with regard to administrative
services.
The Board of Directors considers the company to
have a good working environment, and it does not
consider it necessary to implement any special
measures. The company has a goal in its personnel
policy to be a workplace with full gender equality and
no discrimination based on gender, ethnic origin,
national origin, descent, skin colour, language,
religion or faith in issues regarding pay, advancement,
recruitment, personal development, etc.
On the Board of Vardar, two of the five board
members are women. On the Board of Vardar
Vannkraft, two of the five board members are women.
On the Board of Vardar Eurus, zero of two board
members are women. One of the three board
members in Vardar Boreas are women, the same as
the Vardar Boreas subsidiary Vardar Vind. The Board
of Directors of Vardar Eiendom consists of one
woman and two men, and the Board of Directors of
Vardar Varme consists of one woman and two men.
Absence due to illness in the Vardar Group was 185
days in 2018. This represents 5.2% of the total
working hours during the year. There were no
accidents or serious injuries during the financial year.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Good, transparent management and control of
operations shall lay the foundation for the creation of
long-term value for the owner, employees and other
stakeholders. A clear division of roles between the
owner, Board of Directors and company management
is decisive for optimization of the Group, and efforts
are made to have good, open communication with the
owner. Reference is made to a separate description
of corporate governance in the annual report.
Work of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of Vardar consists of Roar
Flaathen as the Board Chairman, Ingvild Myhre as the

Deputy Chairman and the board members Kristian
Thowsen, Jon Steen and Kristin Ourum.
The Board of Directors of Vardar AS held 9 board
meetings in 2018, in which there was a great deal of
focus on the sales process for Nelja Energia, as well
as the Buskerud County Authority becoming part of
the Viken region as of 1 January 2020, and how this
affects the current ownership structure of Vardar.
The Board of Directors has an Audit Committee
comprised of three board members. The Audit
Committee held four meetings in 2018, and it has
functioned as a preparatory and advisory working
committee for the Board of Directors.

OUTLOOK
Power prices showed a positive development
throughout 2018, and this is evident from the results
for 2018. There is a great deal of uncertainty
concerning the future development of power prices
due to substantial dynamics in both the supply and
the demand sides of the market. These dynamics are
driven by an extensive transition from fossil to
renewable energy, and the increased supply of
renewable energy must be balanced with the
increased use or phasing out of other sources of
energy. There are many ongoing major discussions
as to how this can best be accomplished, and there
are many means to do so.
The Nordic power balance is analysed by many
entities, and various forecasts and scenarios are
being prepared for future price developments. How
much new production capacity will enter the market
and when, and how much production capacity will be
phased out and when this will take place, are
essentially the result of political decisions on
requirements or incentives. At the same time,
technological developments and costs related to new
energy production are changing rapidly, and this
affects the profitability of new projects.
The demand for renewable energy is correspondingly
also largely a consequence of political decisions on
requirements or incentives. Taxes and levies on the
use of fossil energy, or subsidies for the use of
renewable energy, affect demand. Increased cable
transmission capacity abroad may result in renewable
Norwegian energy winning out over fossil energy in
other markets. Increased use of renewable energy
requires increased electrification of our society, and
this will give the power companies new business
opportunities.

In spite of a great deal of uncertainty and increased
dynamics, Vardar considers the market outlook to be
good, and there is a general observation that the
analysts are expecting higher power prices than
indicated by the financial market in the coming years.
Nonetheless, increased power price and earnings
fluctuations are expected due to the major changes in
the market.
After the realization of its operations in the Baltic
States, Vardar has enabled a refinancing of the
company and the establishment of a new platform for
growth and value creation. At the end of 2018, Vardar
has with the segments Glitre Energi, Hydropower,
Wind and District Heating a good, diversified portfolio
of business operations and investments that are
expected to generate positive earnings and good
development opportunities going forward. The
financing of our investments consists of subordinated
loans, bond loans and bank loans on competitive
terms and with varied maturities, and the company's
debt level is considered moderate. The company’s
financial risk and credit quality after the proposed
dividend and refinancing is considered to be on par
with or better than the company's standing at the end
of 2017.
Vardar will have new owners as of 2020, and for 2019
the company is prioritizing making arrangements for a
smooth transition and the establishment of good
corporate governance together with the new owners.
Vardar is accordingly not planning to undertake any
significant transactions in the form of a merger,
acquisition or sale of business operations in 2019.
The Board of Directors is very satisfied with the
company’s earnings for 2018 and thanks the
management and employees of the companies for a
job well done.

Board of Directors of Vardar AS
Drammen, 9 April 2019
Roar Flaathen
Chair of the Boardr

Ingvild Myhre
Deputy Chair of the Board

Kristian Thowsen
Board member

Jon Steen
Board member

Kristin Ourom
Board member

Robert Olsen
CEO
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
INCOME STATEMENT
Note
Revenue
Income from investments in joint ventures and associated companies
Total income
Purchase of energy/goods
Salaries and other personnel expenses
Depreciation
Write-downs
Changes in value
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses
Operating profit
Finance income
Finance expenses
Net financial items
Profit before tax
Tax expense

2017

3, 12
22

336 595
136 404
472 999

238 599
105 090
343 690

3, 12
14,15
19, 20
19, 20
13
14,16

67 961
25 908
33 288
0
-7 184
73 734
193 708

40 536
20 382
33 848
12 858
68 536
69 727
245 887

279 291
93 905
152 160
-58 254

97 802
80 087
177 733
-97 647

221 037
83 308

156
49 464

137 729

-49 308

658 584

123 443

796 314

74 135

17
17

18

Profit after tax from continuing operations
Profit after tax from discontinued operations

2018

4

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Share of other comprehensive income in joint venture
Actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans

22
15

5 936
-4 103

-7 017
-5 505

Income tax related to actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans
Items not to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods

15

Share of other comprehensive income in joint venture

22

Change in value of hedging instruments

11

869
2 701
-129 866
8 327
-379 726
-501 265

1 321
-11 201
-24 302
29 702
114 592
119 993

297 750

182 926

780 784
15 530
796 314

39 177
34 958
74 135

295 769
1 981
297 750

109 209
73 719
182 926

Currency exchange differences
Items that can be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods
Total comprehensive income
Allocation of profit for the year:
- Controlling interests
- Non-controlling interests
Profit for the year
Allocation of total comprehensive income:
- Controlling interests
- Non-controlling interests
Total comprehensive income
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BALANCE SHEET
Note

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

Assets
Non-current assets
Deferred tax assets
Other intangible assets
Total property, plant and equipment
Investments in joint venture and associated companies
Other financial assets
Licensing power rights

18
19
20
22
23
13

Derivatives

10, 13

Non-current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Current assets

24
25
26

0

21 975
1 062 355
1 677 760
127 699
83 137
52 617
3 025 543
1 647
281 064

24 961
440 022
4 210 432
1 771 578
221 629
83 972
62 961
6 815 555

716 050
998 761

40 996
323 071
338 169
702 236

4 024 304

7 517 792

27
27

268 561
348 500
1 676 883
36
2 293 980

268 561
348 500
1 057 405
24 449
1 698 915

15
28
18
29
29
10, 13

38 639
0
35 002
440 000
507 500
315 163
1 336 304

29 221
500 028
0
3 768 990
507 500
494 563
5 300 302

Debt to credit institution
Trade payables

29

235 000
8 001

323 848
43 071

Income tax payable
Public duties etc. due
Derivatives
Other current liabilities

18

55 198
16 071
16 857
62 893

42 592
25 286
31 481
52 294

Total assets

Share capital
Share premium
Other equity
Non-controlling owners' interest
Equity
Pension obligations
Issued sales option to non-controlling owner
Deferred tax
Debt to credit institution
Subordinated loans
Derivatives
Non-current liabilities

10, 13

Total current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

394 020

518 574

4 024 304

7 517 792

Roar Flaathen
Chair of the Board

Ingvild Myhre
Deputy Chair of the Board

Kristian Thowsen
Board member

Jon Steen
Board member

Kristin Ourom
Board member

Robert Olsen
CEO
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Controlling owners’ interests

Share
capital

Share
premium

Currency
exchange
differences

Cash
flow
hedge
reserve

Other
reserves

348 500

301 523

-32 922

-103 628

Equity at 1 January 2017
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Actuarial gain and loss on defined
benefit plans
Share of other comprehensive
income from joint venture
Change in value on hedging
instruments
Foreign currency differences
Total comprehensive income
Dividends
Change in majority due to
business combination
Other changes
Transfers between noncontrolling owner and sales
option to non-controlling owner
Equity at 31 December 2017

268 561

268 561

348 500

384 108

-9 974

Equity at 1 January 2018

268 561

348 500

384 108

-9 974

-367 315

Total comprehensive income

-367 315

22 948

-4 184

-4 184

-4 184

-31 319

-31 319

-31 319

-31 319

34 993

22 948
82 585
109 208

-36 428
-453

26 583
-108 364
-108 364

29 702
114 592
182 926
-10 816

-36 428
-453

646

-36 428
193

791 636

26 583
1 057 405

-56 918
24 449

-30 335
1 698 916

791 636

1 057 405

24 449

1 698 916

780 784

780 784

15 530

796 314

-3 234

-3 234

-3 234

-123 931

-123 931

348 500

16 793

-510

9 465

-1 138

8 327

-367 315

-12 411

-379 726

777 549

295 769

1 981

297 750

-60 000

-60 000

-13 865

-73 865

17 592

17 592

3 675

21 267

127 306

238 811

366 117

5 980

372 097

-104 989

1 765 588

1 676 882

-123 931

Dividends

268 561

1 593 375
74 134

6 754
32 007
73 718
-10 816

9 465

Other changes
Transfers between noncontrolling owner and sales
option to non-controlling owner

Total
equity

958 496
39 177

-123 931

9 465

Total other
equity

793 524
39 177

22 948
82 585
82 585

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Actuarial gain and loss on defined
benefit plans
Share of other comprehensive
income from joint venture
Change in value on hedging
instruments
Foreign currency differences

Disposal of non-controlling owner
Equity at 31 December 2018

Retained
earnings

Noncontrolling
owner
interests
17 818
34 958

-22 184

-22 184

36

2 293 980
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Note
Operating activities
Profit before tax from continuing operations
Profit before tax from discontinued operations
Income tax paid in period
Gain/loss on sale of non-current assets
Change in fair value financial instruments
Result and dividend from associated companies/joint venture
Ordinary depreciation
Write-downs
Difference between charged pension cost and
payments/disbursements
Change in inventories, trade receivables and payables
Change in other accruals
Cash flows from discontinued operations
Net cash flows from operating activities
Investing activities
Investments in shares and associated company
Investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets
Proceeds from sale of shares
Proceeds from sale of business
Cash receipts on long-term loan receivables
Disbursements on long-term loan receivables
Other changes in investments
Cash flows from discontinued operations
Net cash flows from investing activities
Financing activities
Redemption of bonds
New borrowings (long-term)
Repayment of existing debt (long-term)
Net change in bank overdraft
Dividend to controlling owner
Dividend to and purchase of shares from non-controlling
owner
Cash flows from discontinued operations
Net cash flows used in financing activities
Foreign currency effect on cash
Net change in cash and cash equivalents during the year
Cash and bank deposits at 1 January
Cash and bank deposits from discontinued operations
Cash and bank deposits at 31 December

2018
221 037

2017

-30 960
0
-22 946
-58 807
33 288
4 118

156
137 060
-46 781
-46
50 845
-39 476
214 331
20 570

9 418
17 730
115 221
149 415
437 514

8 053
-49 114
-2 095
0
293 503

22

-4 339

0

19, 20
22
4
23
23
22
4

-18 517
0
2 132 769
238
0
0
-2 061
2 108 090

-55 446
66 016
0
7 183
-6 486
1 487
0
12 754

29
29
29

123 359
0
-1 615 401
-12 886
-60 000

0
570 000
-834 867
974
0

4

-171 237
-192 629
-1 928 794

-10 395
0
-274 288

-8 303
616 811
338 169
-230 625
716 050

22 450
31 970
283 749
0
338 169

18
13, 17
22
19, 20
17
15
24, 25
4

25
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Note 1 Accounting principles
GENERAL INFORMATION
Vardar AS is a limited liability company, registered and domiciled in Norway with main offices in Øvre Eikervei 14,
3048 Drammen.
The parent company and its subsidiaries invest in and own energy related enterprises related to renewable energy. In
addition to the activity in Norway, investments in renewable energy sources in Sweden are made through
subsidiaries. Former subsidiaries in the Baltics are realized in 2018.
The Company is quoted on Oslo Stock Exchange through bond loans.
The consolidated financial statements and the parent company accounts were adopted by the Board of Directors on
9 April 2019.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
The consolidated financial statements are prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as s adopted by the European
Union and are based on the historical cost convention
with the following modifications: Some financial assets
and liabilities (including financial derivatives) are valued
at fair value through profit or loss or through other
comprehensive income.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity
with IFRS requires the use of accounting estimates. It
also requires management to exercise judgment. The
areas involving a high degree of judgment or
complexity, or areas where assumptions and
estimates are significant to the consolidated financial
statements, are disclosed in note 2.
The implementation of new accounting standards
In 2018, the following new accounting standards have
been implemented:
•
IFRS 9 Financial instruments
•
IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with
customers
IFRS 9 became effective on 1 January 2018 and
replaced IAS 39 «Financial instruments – recognition
and measurement». The standard introduced new
principles for classification, recognition, measurement
and accounting for financial assets and liabilities.
IFRS 9 has not had significant effect on the total result
or the balance sheet. This includes changes at the
initial recognition and subsequent measurement.
Vardar has implemented the new categories for
financial instruments as described in the accounting
principle for financial instruments.
The standard includes changes concerning the
required documentation of the hedge relation to allow
for hedge accounting, with the objective to make the
rules simpler for practical use and ensure that the
companies’ risk management activities to a larger
extent are reflected in the financial statements.
The Group has chosen to apply hedge accounting on
power and currency derivatives by implementing IFRS
9. The derivatives are designated for hedging and the
hedge relation documented as of 1 January 2018.
Accordingly, the standard has not had any effect on

the accounts as at 1 January 2018, but the value
changes related to the power and currency derivatives
are from the implementation date recognized in other
comprehensive income with ineffectiveness measured
in the income statement.
IFRS 15 came into effect on 1 January 2018 and
replaced all existing standards and interpretations on
the recognition of income. The implementation of the
new standard for income recognition has not had any
effect on the Group’s accounts.
New standards that have been approved, but not
implemented by the Group
IFRS 16 Leases
The IASB published IFRS 16 on 13 January 2016.
The new accounting standard will be effective on 1
January 2019 stating the principle that a contract for
the lease of an asset is a right to use the asset for a
determined period, and that the present value of the
agreed compensation for this right shall be recognized
as a liability in the balance sheet. Operating leasing
costs will also be replaced by depreciation and
interest expenses in line with finance lease
agreements as required by the present standard.
A lessee can choose between a full or a modified
retrospective implementation of the standardnot all
effects have been finally clarified. The agreements
that most significantly will impact the accounting of
lease obligations and right-to-use assets pursuant to
the new standard are those concerning the lease of
office premises and land. After the sale of Nelja
Energia in 2018, it is not expected that the effect of
the standard will have any significant impact on the
Group’s balance sheet. Effective from 1 January
2019, the Group will implement IFRS 16 by applying
the modified retrospective method, implying that
comparable information will not be restated.
CONSOLIDATION PRINCIPLES
Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all entities the Group controls by
having power. Power is achieved by exercising
existing rights to govern the relevant activities that
influence the return. Control is normally achieved by a
shareholding of more than one-half of the voting
rights.
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The Group also assesses whether control exists if the
shareholding does not exceed 50% of the voting
power, but the Group nevertheless can govern the
financial and operating policies, so-called de-facto
control.
Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which
the Group achieves control, and the consolidation is
terminated from the date control ceases.
The Group uses the acquisition method to account for
business combinations. The consideration is
measured at the fair value of the assets transferred,
the liabilities incurred and the equity interests issued.
Included in the consideration is also the fair value of
any asset or liability resulting from a contingent
consideration arrangement. Identifiable assets,
liabilities and contingencies are recognized at fair
value at the acquisition date. Non-controlling interests
in the acquired enterprise are measured each time
either at fair value or at its share of the acquired
enterprise's net assets.
.
Costs related to the business combination are
expensed as incurred.
At acquisitions made in several steps, the stake from
previous purchases shall be revalued at fair value at
the date of control with the value change through
profit and loss (the date when control exceeds 50%).
A contingent consideration is measured at fair value
at the date of acquisition. Subsequent changes in fair
value of the contingent consideration shall, pursuant
to IAS 39, be recognized in the income statement or
as a change in other comprehensive income, if the
contingent consideration is classified as an asset or a
liability.
A contingent consideration that is classified as equity
is not revalued, and the subsequent settlement is set
off against equity.
In the event that the total of the consideration, the fair
value of previous stakes and any fair value of noncontrolling owner interests exceed the fair value of
identifiable net assets in the acquired company, the
difference is recognized as goodwill in the balance
sheet. Should the total be lower than the company's
net assets, the difference is charged to profit and loss,
but only after a renewed consideration of whether all
identifiable assets and liabilities have been correctly
measured.
Intercompany transactions, balances, income and
expenses are eliminated. Gains and losses from a
capitalized asset resulting from a transaction within
the Group are also eliminated. The subsidiaries'
financial statements are restated when necessary to
ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the
Group.
.
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries without
loss of control
Transactions with non-controlling owners in
subsidiaries that do not result in any loss of control
are accounted for as equity transactions. In the event
of additional purchases, the difference between the
consideration and the shares' proportionate share of
the carrying amount of net assets in the subsidiary is

set off against equity of the parent company's owners.
Gains or losses on sales to non-controlling owners
are also recorded in equity
Disposals of subsidiaries
When the Group ceases to have control, any
remaining owner interest in the entity is measured at
fair value with changes through profit and loss. Fair
value then constitutes the acquisition cost for the
subsequent accounting either as an investment in an
associated company, a joint venture or financial asset.
Any amounts previously recognized in other
comprehensive income in respect of that entity are
accounted for as if the Group had disposed of the
related assets or liabilities. This could imply that
amounts previously recognized in other
comprehensive income are reclassified to the income
statement
Joint operations, joint ventures and associated
companies
A joint venture is an arrangement where two or more
parties have joint control, classified either as a jointly
controlled operating arrangement or as a joint
venture. Jointly owned power stations are separate
entities in which each venture has an interest and joint
control through a contractual agreement between the
parties. Generated power with the exception of
concession power, is managed by the co-owners
directly. One of the owner companies is responsible
for the ongoing operations of the facility and is
reimbursed other expenses from the other
participants. Each participant contributes its share of
the operating capital in the form of direct investments.
Long-term debt is taken up directly by the owners and
is part of the Group's total long-term liabilities. The
power stations are recorded as a joint operation
arrangement and recognize the following:
•
•
•
•
•

assets, including their share of jointly owned
assets,
liabilities, including their share of liabilities
incurred jointly,
income from the sale of their share in
production arising from the joint operating
arrangement,
their share of income from the sale of the
production from the joint operating
arrangement, and
expenses, including their share of the costs
incurred jointly.

The Group's share in joint ventures is accounted for
by the equity method. The companies under joint
control are listed in notes 21 and 22.
Associated companies are entities where the Group
has significant influence, but not control. Significant
influence normally exists when the Group has
between 20 and 50% of the voting rights. Investments
in associates are accounted for by using the equity
method, whereby the investment is recognized at cost
at the acquisition, and in subsequent periods, the
Group's share of the result is recognized in the
income statement. The carrying amount includes any
implicit intangible assets identified at the purchase
date. At a reduction of the investor' share in an
associated company, where the Group maintains
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significant influence, only a proportionate part of the
amount previously recognized in other comprehensive
income is reclassified to profit and loss.
The Group's share of profit or loss in associated
companies is recognized as other operating income in
the income statement and added to the carrying
amount of the investments. The Group's share of
other comprehensive income in the associated
company is recognized in other comprehensive
income in the Group and added to the carrying
amount of the investments. The Group does not
recognize its share of losses, if this implies that the
carrying amount of the investment becomes negative
(including unsecured receivables on the entity),
unless the Group has incurred liabilities or made
payments on behalf of the associate.
In the event of gains and losses on transactions
between the Group and its associated companies,
only the proportionate share related to the
shareholders outside the Group is recognized.
Unrealized losses are eliminated, unless the asset
being the object for the transaction needs to be
impaired. When required, the financial statements in
the associated companies have been restated to
achieve correspondence with the Group's accounting
principles. Gains and losses from a dilution of shares
in associated companies are recognized in profit and
loss.
Parts of Vardar's water and wind power production in
Norway and Sweden are owned by various joint
arrangements. Vardar has significant investments in
joint ventures and associates, of which 50% of Glitre
Energi is the largest item. The Vardar Group is closely
monitoring the uncertainties and expectations
regarding cash flows in the short and medium term
from these investments. It is an integrated part of
operations, financial reporting and the performance
management in the Vardar Group, and the
investments are considered part of Vardar's core
operations. To better reflect that the investments in
power production are monitored as a whole
regardless of whether the ownership is above or
below 50%, Vardar has chosen to present income
from joint ventures and associates as operating
income.
SEGMENT INFORMATION
Operating segments are reported in a manner
consistent with the internal reporting provided to
Group management, identified as the chief operating
decision maker of the company, and as such,
responsible for allocating resources to and assessing
the performance of the operating segments.
FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION
Functional currency and presentation currency
The financial statements of each Group entity are
measured using the currency most common in the
economic environment in which the entity operates
(the functional currency). The consolidated financial
statements are presented in NOK, being the
functional currency as well as the presentation
currency of the parent company.

Transactions and balance sheet items
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the
functional currency using the exchange rates
prevailing at the dates of the transactions. Realized
foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the
settlement of such transactions and from the
translation of monetary assets and liabilities at the
balance sheet exchange rate, are recognized in the
income statement.
Foreign exchange gains and losses concerning
borrowings, cash and cash equivalents are presented
as finance items in the income statement. All other
foreign exchange gains and losses included in
changes in value.
Group companies
The income statements and balance sheets of all the
group entities (none of which has the currency of a
hyper-inflationary economy) with other functional
currencies than the presentation currency are
translated as follows:
•
the balance sheet is translated at the balance
sheet date closing rate
•
the income statement is translated at average
exchange rates (unless this average is not a
reasonable estimate of the cumulative effect of
the rates prevailing on the transaction dates, in
which case the transaction date rate is applied)
•
foreign currency differences are recognized
directly in equity and specified separately.
Foreign exchange differences on net investments in
operations abroad and financial instruments
designated as hedges of such investments are
recognized in other comprehensive income and as a
separate item in equity. At the sale of a foreign
operation, the relating foreign currency difference is
reclassified from other comprehensive income to the
income statement as a part of the gain or loss at the
sale. Goodwill and excess values arising on the
acquisition of a foreign entity are treated as assets
and liabilities of the acquired entity and translated at
the closing rate on the balance sheet date.
INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Goodwill
Goodwill is the difference between the cost of an
acquisition and the fair value of the Group’s share of
the net identifiable assets of the acquired company
that cannot be attributed to the rights of power
production, at the date of acquisition. Goodwill on
acquisitions of subsidiaries is classified as intangible
assets. Goodwill on investments in associated
companies is included in the investment of the
associate and tested for impairment as part of the
carried value of the investment. Goodwill is tested
annually for impairment and carried at cost less
accumulated impairment losses. Write-downs of
goodwill are not reversed. Gains and losses on the
disposal of an entity include the carrying amount of
goodwill relating to the entity sold.
Goodwill is allocated to cash-generating units for the
purpose of impairment testing at later dates. The
allocation is made to those cash-generating units or
groups of cash-generating units that are expected to
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benefit from the business combination in which the
goodwill arose.
Waterfall rights
Waterfall rights are carried at historical cost. There is
no reversionary right, and the waterfall rights are
therefore assessed to be an asset of unlimited
duration and not amortized.
Licensing rights
The difference between the acquisition cost at the
purchase of an enterprise engaged in wind power and
the fair value of the Group's share of net identifiable
assets in the enterprise at the purchase date that can
be allocated to the rights to produce power, is
classified as a licensing right under intangible assets.
A licensing right at the purchase of a share in an
associated company is included in the investment in
the associate. Licensing rights are amortized over the
individual manufacturing plants' economic lifetime and
are also tested for impairment. Impairment of
licensing rights is not reversed. A gain or loss on the
sale of an enterprise includes the carrying value of the
licensing right relevant to the sold operation.
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Power stations and other property, plant and
equipment are valued at cost, implying that property,
plant and equipment are recognized in the balance
sheet at acquisition cost, less accumulated
depreciation and any write-downs. Ordinary
depreciation is based on cost and distributed over the
assets' estimated useful life on a straight- line basis.
All property, plant and equipment have been subject
to decomposition, i.e., groups of assets with the same
reinvestment and maintenance cycle are depreciated
over the same period. Land is not depreciated.
This years’ ordinary depreciation is charged to the
income statement. Subsequent costs are added to the
asset’s carrying amount or recognized separately
when it is probable that the Group will achieve future
economic benefits related to the costs, and they can
be reliably measured. Other repair and maintenance
costs are charged to the income statement in the
period incurred.
The assets’ useful lives and residual values are
reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of
each reporting period. An asset’s carrying amount is
written down to its recoverable amount if the latter is
higher than its estimated recoverable amount.
The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s
fair value less costs to sell and value in use. When
assessed for impairment, assets are grouped by
cash-generating units.
LOAN EXPENSES
Loan expenses from general and specific financing
related to the acquisition, construction or
manufacturing of qualifying assets, i.e., assets
requiring a considerable period of time to get ready for
their intended use or sale, are added to the cost of
those assets, until such time as the assets on the
whole are ready for their intended use or sale.

Any finance income on temporary investments of
borrowings pending the acquisition of a qualifying
asset, shall be deducted from the interest expense
capitalized as part of the cost for the asset.
All other interest costs are expensed in the period in
which they are incurred.
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified
on the basis of type and purpose with the instruments
in the categories “Financial instruments at fair value
over profit or loss”, “Financial assets at fair value over
other comprehensive income” and “Financial
instruments at amortized cost”.
Financial instruments are classified in the category
amortized cost if the instrument’s cash flows only
include payment of interest and principal, and the
instrument is held to receive contractual cash flows.
All other instruments are measured at fair value with
changes in value recognized either in the ordinary
result or as other income or expenses.
Concerning financial instruments at fair value, Vardar
classifies strategic shares in other comprehensive
income, whereas other instruments are recognized in
the income statement. Derivatives are recognized at
fair value over profit or loss unless they are part of an
accounting hedge relation.
At the initial recognition, the instruments are
measured at fair value in the balance sheet.
Impairment assessments are based on expected
losses.
FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES CLASSIFIED AS
HEDGES
The Group engages in hedges in accordance with an
approved strategy. As at 1 January 2018, the Group
implemented hedge accounting on power and
currency derivatives as a consequence of changes in
IFRS 9 related to the documentation requirements of
the hedge relation.
In 2018, the Group realized a cash flow hedging
related to interest rate derivatives in the Baltics and
the hedged net investments in operations abroad,
where the currency risk is hedged for liabilities in the
same currency as the foreign enterprise's functional
currency. The hedge was recognized according to the
same principles as cash flow hedging. Accordingly,
the accounting principles below apply for both types of
hedging.
When engaging in hedges, the Group documents the
connection between the hedging instruments and the
hedged objects, in addition to the objective of the risk
management and the strategy behind the various
hedging transactions. The Group also documents its
assessment of whether the derivatives applied are
highly effective in offsetting the changes in fair value
or cash flows related to the hedged objects. Such
considerations are also documented on an ongoing
basis during the hedging period.
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Hedging is applied when there is a clear relationship
between the hedging instrument and the hedged item,
whereby the criteria for hedge accounting are met.
The effective part of the change in fair value on
derivatives qualifying as a hedging instrument in a
cash flow hedging, is recognized in other
comprehensive income. Gain and loss on the
ineffective part is recognized as value change in the
income statement.
Hedging gains or losses recognized in other
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity are
reclassified to the income statement in the period
when the hedged object affects the result (e.g., when
the planned hedged sale takes place). Gains or
losses relating to the effective portion of interest rate
swaps, hedging variable rate borrowings, are
recognized as finance cost in the income statement.
Gains or losses related to the ineffective portion are
recognized as a change in value in the income
statement.
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or
when a hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge
accounting, any cumulative gain or loss recognized in
other comprehensive income remains in equity and is
reclassified to the income statement when the hedged
transaction is recognized in the income statement.
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand,
bank deposits and other short-term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of 12 months or
less. In the consolidated balance sheet and statement
of cash flows, bank overdrafts are included in loans
under short-term liabilities.
TRADE RECEIVABLES
Trade receivables are recognized initially at fair value
and subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method, less provisions for
incurred losses.
TRADE PAYABLES
Trade payables are recognized initially at fair value
and subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method.
BORROWINGS
Borrowings are recognized initially at fair value when
the loan is paid out. Transaction costs are included in
amortized cost and recognized as finance costs over
the loan's maturity based on the effective interest
method. Borrowings are classified as current liabilities
if due within 12 months after the balance sheet date,
and as non-current if due more than 12 months from
the balance sheet date.
INVENTORIES
Inventories are stated at the lower of acquisition cost
and net realizable value. Acquisition cost is
determined using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method.
The cost of finished goods and work in progress
comprises design costs, raw materials, direct labor,
other direct costs and indirect production overheads
(based on normal operating capacity). Borrowing
costs are included for qualifying assets. The net
realizable value is the estimated selling price less

costs for completion and sale. Acquisition costs of
inventories include gains/losses on cash flow hedges
in purchases of raw materials transferred from equity.
Water in reservoirs is not considered to be part of the
Group’s inventories.
SHARE CAPITAL AND SHARE PREMIUM
Shares are classified as equity. The company’s
shares are divided into the share classes A and B
(note 26). Costs directly attributable to the issue of
new shares are shown in equity as a deduction from
the proceeds received.
.
At the purchase of treasury shares, the consideration,
including any transaction costs, is deducted from the
controlling owner's equity until the shares are
cancelled, reissued or sold. If treasury shares are sold
or reissued at a later date, the consideration, net of
any direct costs and tax effects, is recognized as an
increase in the controlling owner's equity.
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Pension obligations
The parent company and the subsidiaries Vardar
Vannkraft AS and Vardar Varme AS have a collective
defined benefit pension plan that includes an early
retirement scheme (AFP) at Buskerud County
Pension Fund. A defined benefit plan is a pension
plan defining a pension payment that an employee will
receive on retirement, financed by payments to the
insurance company or trustee-administered funds.
The pension normally depends of one or several
factors like age, the number of years in the company
and salary. The liability recognized in the balance
sheet in respect of defined benefit pension plans is
the present value of the defined benefit obligation at
the end of the reporting period less the fair value of
plan assets and non-recognized costs related to
previous periods' pension earnings.
The pension obligation is calculated annually by an
independent actuary using a straight-line earnings
method. The present value of the defined benefit
obligation is determined by discounting the estimated
future payments using an interest rate based on
preference corporate bonds. The average remaining
service period for employees with defined benefit
schemes is calculated to approx. 10 years. Changes
in pension plan benefits are expensed or taken to
income in profit and loss as incurred, unless the rights
according to the new pension plan are dependent on
the employee remaining in service for a specific
period of time (earning period). In such cases, the
cost related to the changed benefit is amortized
straight-line over the earning period.
Plan assets are recognized at fair value and deducted
from the net pension liability in the balance sheet.
Excess payments are recognized in the balance sheet
to the extent that the excess payment can be utilized
or repaid. In addition to the collective scheme, the
CEO has an early retirement pension based on
operations. Note 12 has details.
The Group has no defined contribution plans.
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CURRENT AND DEFERRED TAX
The tax expense for a period comprises current and
deferred tax. Tax is recognized in the income
statement, except when concerning items recognized
directly in equity. In this case, the tax is also
recognized directly in equity.
The tax expense is calculated on the basis of the tax
regulations determined, or principally determined, by
the authorities at the balance sheet date. The
legislation applying in the countries where the
company’s subsidiaries and associates operate and
generate taxable income determines the calculation of
taxable income. Management evaluates for each
period tax positions in the Group where current tax
legislation can be subject to interpretation. Based on
management's assessments, provisions for expected
tax payments are established.
Deferred income tax is calculated on all temporary
differences between tax and consolidated book values
on assets and liabilities by using the liability method. If
the Group takes part in a transaction concerning the
acquisition of an asset or liability not being a business
combination, deferred tax at the transaction date is
not recognized in the income statement. Deferred tax
is determined using tax rates and legislation effective,
or principally effective, on the balance sheet date and
is expected to apply when the related deferred tax
asset is realized or the deferred tax liability is settled.
Deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent
that it is probable that future taxable profit will be
available against which the temporary differences can
be utilized.
Deferred tax is calculated on temporary differences
arising on investments in subsidiaries and associates,
except when the Group has control over the timing for
reversing the temporary differences, and it is probable
that they will not be reversed in the foreseeable
future.
Taxation of the power production
In addition to general income tax, the power
production is charged with property tax, natural
resource tax and economic rent tax. Natural resource
tax is a profit-independent tax calculated on the
individual power station's average power production in
the last seven years. The tax rate is NOK 0.013 per
kWh. The natural resource tax can be settled NOK to
NOK against general income tax, and non-assessed
natural resource tax can be carried forward including
interest. Non-assessed natural resource tax is
classified as an interest-bearing receivable.
The economic rent tax in 2018 constitutes 35,7% of
the power stations’ regulated result exceeding the
estimated free income. Any negative economic rent
income at a power station calculated for the fiscal
year 2007 or later can be deducted from positive
economic rent income after deducting any negative
economic rent income accumulated before 2007 for
another power station owned by the taxpayer.
Negative economic rent income constitutes a part of
the basis for calculating deferred tax/deferred tax
assets in the economic rent tax together with deferred
tax/deferred tax assets on temporary differences on

property, plant and equipment in the power
production.
The power production activity is also charged with
property tax up to 0.7 percent of the appraised value.
General income tax and economic rent tax are
recorded in the income statement as ordinary taxes.
Property tax is recognized as an operating expense.
DIVIDEND
Dividend to the company’s shareholders is classified
as liabilities from the date approved by the Annual
Shareholders' Meeting.
PROVISIONS
Provisions for environmental restoration, restructuring
costs and legal claims are recognized when:
a) the Group has a present legal or self-imposed
obligation as a result of past events;
b) it is more probable than not that the obligation must
be settled by a transfer of financial resources; and
c) the amount can be reliably estimated.
A provision for restructuring expenses comprises
lease termination penalties and severance pay to
employees. Provisions are not recognized for future
operating losses.
In cases with several similar obligations, the likelihood
for a settlement to take place is made for the group as
a whole. Such a provision is recognized even if the
likelihood of settlement with respect to any one item
included in the same class of obligations may be
small.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the
expenditures expected to be required to settle the
obligation using a pre-tax discount rate reflecting the
present market situation and the risks specific to the
obligation. The increase of the obligation due to
changed value of time is recognized as interest
expense.
REVENUE RECOGNITION
The Group’s revenue and purchase of power relate to
Vardar’s energy producing physical assets in addition
to district heating.
The main principle in IFRS 15 is to recognize income
at an amount that reflects the amount to which the
entity expects to have a right in exchange of a transfer
of goods or services to a customer. In order to
achieve this, IFRS 15 uses a five-step model to
recognize income from contracts with customers.
Sale of energy
Income from power production includes the sale of
self-produced hydropower, wind power and district
heating at an agreed price. The delivery obligation is
to deliver a number of specific goods, mainly energy,
and the transaction price is the compensation Vardar
expects to receive, at either a spot price, regulated
price or contract price. The delivery obligation is
settled over time, implying that the income shall be
recognized for each entity delivered at transaction
prices. Vardar applies a practical approach pursuant
to IFRS 15, whereby the income from the power is
recorded at the amount that the Group has the right to
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invoice. The right to invoice arises when the power
has been produced and delivered, and the right to
invoice the compensation normally corresponds
directly with the value for the customer. In those
instances where Vardar is selling prover via an energy
exchange (Nord Pool/Nasdaq), the exchange is
defined as the customer, as Vardar has binding
agreements with the exchanges.
Within the segment hydropower, Vardar shall deliver a
part of the power production to counties and
municipalities, where this energy is produced as
concession power. Vardar also has extensive
obligations to deliver power to entities with ownership
in plants and replacement power from their
hydropower plants. Vardar has concluded that income
from delivering these obligations is not derived from a
contract with a customer pursuant to IFRS 15. Vardar
applies the principles and guidelines in IFRS 15, and
presents income from sales of this type of energy as
revenue.
No financing elements are considered to exist in these
sales. Other payment terms correspond with ordinary
terms in the market.
Sale of services
The Group sells services related to developing and
operating water/wind power production and district
heating. These services are provided on the basis of
consumed work and materials or as fixed price
contracts with varying durations.
Interest income
Interest income is recognized proportionally over time
using the effective interest method. When a
receivable is impaired, the carrying amount is reduced
to its fair value, which is estimated future cash flows
discounted at the initial effective interest rate.
Dividend income
Dividend is recognized when the right to receive
payment is established, which is after the Annual
Shareholders' Meeting's resolution in the company
granting the dividend.
LEASES WITH THE GROUP AS LESSEE
Leases in which a significant portion of the risks and
rewards of ownership remain with the lessor are
classified as operating leases. Payments made under
operating leases (net of any incentives received from
the lessor) are charged to the income statement on a
straight-line basis over the period of the lease.
Leases of property, plant and equipment where the
Group has more or less all the risks and rewards of
the ownership are classified as finance leases.
Finance leases are capitalized at the lease’s
commencement at the lower of the fair value of the
leased property and the present value of the minimum
lease payments. Each lease payment is apportioned
on the liability and finance charges in order to achieve
a constant periodic interest rate on the remaining
balance of the liability. The corresponding rental
obligation (net of finance charges) is included in other
non-current liabilities. The interest element of the
finance cost is charged to the income statement over
the lease period in order to achieve a constant
periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of

the liability for each period. The property, plant and
equipment acquired under finance leases are
depreciated over the shorter of the useful life of the
asset and the lease term.
SALES OPTION ISSUED TO NON-CONTROLLING
OWNER
In cases where non-controlling owners have a sale
option of their shares to the parent company, this will
result in a liability to be accounted for pursuant to
IFRS 9, implying a recognition at the present value of
the estimated release price. At subsequent
measurements, the liability is valued at amortized cost
determined by the effective interest method.
The shareholder agreement between Vardar and
NEFCO gave the Group an obligation to purchase
NEFCO's shareholding in Vardar Eurus (10%) if
NEFCO exercised their sales option. On the basis of
its structure concerning pricing, the decision making,
dividend policy and issuance of a call option, the
option was defined to represent a current owner
interest pursuant to IFRS 10, and the non-controlling
owner interest was not recognized. On 13 November
2018, Vardar and NEFCO made an agreement
whereby Vardar purchased NEFCO’s owner interest
in Vardar Eurus at market value, and the option was
no longer valid.
According to the shareholder agreement made for
Nelja Energia, the Group was required to purchase
the minority owners' (23%) shareholding, if they used
their sales option. On the basis of its structure
concerning pricing, the decision making, dividend
policy and issuance of a call option, the option is
defined not to represent a current owner interest
pursuant to IFRS 10. At the initial recognition, the
Group decided to recognize the obligation of the put
option and derecognize the non-controlling owner
interest. In subsequent periods, the non-controlling
owner interest shall be set to an amount reflecting the
ownership, change in other comprehensive income
and divided. At the end of the period, these items
were set-off against a change in obligations, where
the difference was recognized against the equity of
the majority. On 7 November 2018, he agreement
about the sale of Nelja Energia to Enefit Green was
finalized. From the same date, the shareholder
agreement in Nelja Energia terminated, and with that
this option (notes 10 and 28).
CONCESSION POWER
Concession power rights
Vardar has purchased concession power rights from
Buskerud County Administration for a period of
approx. 40 years. This is a bilateral agreement
between two parties, where Vardar takes over the
county administration’s right to secondary tapping of
concession power, while the county administration in
return received a non-recurring compensation based
on the market value of the contract at the time of the
closing. The contract has a financial settlement, and is
consequently valued at fair value pursuant to the rules
for financial instruments with value changes through
profit or loss.
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Concession power, license fees and property
compensations
As a public power enterprise, the Vardar Group has
everlasting concession power rights. Concession
power and license fees are liabilities connected with
the concessions. Vardar has concluded that income
from deliveries of concession power is not a result of
a contract with a customer pursuant to IFRS 15.
Vardar applies the principle and guidelines in IFRS 15
and presents income from sales of this type of energy
as revenue.
Concession power liabilities that are settled financially
are considered to fall under IFRS 9 and will be
assessed and recognized in the balance sheet at fair
value as a liability, with value changes through profit
or loss. Concession power liabilities that are settled
through physical delivery from in-house owned power
plants do not come under IFRS 9 and are accounted
for as ordinary revenue.
License fee is considered to be affected by the
provision in IAS 37 regarding mutually unfulfilled
contracts. Accordingly, no liability related to the
license fee has been recognized in the balance sheet.
PUBLIC GRANTS
Electricity certificates
Vardar is entitled to electricity certificates as a
manufacturer of wind power in Sweden and is
considering such certificates as public grants. At the
initial recognition, the electricity certificates are
measured at fair value. After the receipt, they are
classified as inventory, and the valuation is made
according to the lower of cost and net sales value
pursuant to IAS 2. Other public grants are recognized
at fair value when there is reasonable certain that the

grant will be received and the Group is able to meet
the requirements connected to the grant.
Public grants related to future expenses are carried in
the balance sheet and recognized in the income
statement in the period providing the best matching
with the expenses they are meant to compensate.
Public grants connected to the purchase of property,
plant and equipment are recognized in the balance
sheet as deferred public grants under non-current
liabilities, and are recognized in the income statement
on a straight-line basis over the expected useful life of
the assets comprised by the grant.
DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
The segment Wind/bio – abroad was realized on 7
November 2018 and is classified as discontinued
operations in the 2018 financial statements.
The result after tax for discontinued operations is
excluded from continuing operations and reported
separately as the result from discontinued operations.
Previous periods’ results from discontinued operations
are restated to achieve comparable numbers. Assets
and liabilities classified as held-for-sale are presented
on separate lines in the balance sheet under current
assets and current liabilities, respectively. Previous
periods are not restated in the balance sheet.
Gain or loss from discontinued operations is also
reported as part of the result form discontinued
operations (note 4).

Note 2 ESTIMATES WITH SIGNIFICANT UNCERTAINTY
In the preparation of consolidated financial statements
according to IFRS and the application of the Group's
accounting principles, Group management must make
judgements, estimates and assumptions impacting
amounts in the income statement, balance sheet and
notes. Estimates and judgements are based on
experience with corresponding considerations in
earlier periods, competence from within the Group,
changes in general terms and other relevant
information.
Estimates and judgements will change over time and
be subject to an ongoing evaluation. Actual figures
can, however, deviate from the recorded estimates.
The result effect of estimate deviations, changed
estimates and assumptions are recognized in the
period in which the change arises or are accrued over
the periods that are affected by the change.
JUDGMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS:
FAIR VALUE OF POWER PLANTS
The Group has considerable balance sheet values of
wind power and district heating plants, all of which are

tested for impairment when there are indications of
possible impairment and the risk that the carrying
amount exceeds the recoverable amount. The
Group's practice is to carry out annual impairment
tests regardless of identified and assessed indicators,
with the exception of the hydropower plants Usta and
Nes. The result of an impairment test can be to
recognize a loss related to balance sheet values in
the income statement.
The calculation of the recoverable amount, based on
the value in use the asset will have for the enterprise,
is based on discounted future cash flows, where longterm power price forecasts, the expected production
volumes and applied required rate of return are the
most important factors. Judgmental considerations,
estimates and assumptions are to a large extent
influenced by management's view on future income.
The expectations to future income are based on a
combination of future price expectations, production
volumes, regulatory circumstances and project risk. In
the valuation of future income, observable market
prices in liquid periods are applied. For later periods,
forecasts on long-term power prices from analysts are
used (note 20).
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CHANGES IN VALUE ON CONCESSION POWER
RIGHTS
The fair value of concession power rights is
determined by applying discounted cash flows based
on market conditions on each balance sheet date,
with a calculation period corresponding to the term of
the agreement between Vardar and Buskerud County
Administration concerning the purchase of the
concession power right. Management's estimates in
determining future income are accounted for in the
above paragraph and in notes 10 and 13.

by using valuation techniques. The Group evaluates
and selects methods and makes assumptions that, to
the extent possible, are based on market conditions
existing at each balance sheet date. Notes 1 and 10
have more details.
FAIR VALUE OF INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATED
COMPANIES
The Group has significant investments in associated
companies recognized by the equity method and
assessed annually for impairment. Fair value is
determined by applying valuation techniques. The
Group evaluates and selects methods and makes
assumptions that, to the extent possible, are based on
market conditions existing at each balance sheet
date. Note 22 has details.

FAIR VALUE OF DERIVATIVES AND OTHER
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The fair value of financial instruments not traded in an
active market, like unlisted derivatives, is determined

Note 3 Segment information
The segment information is presented by business
area based on the Group’s external and internal
reporting structures. The Group realized Wind/bio
abroad in 2018 and the comparable numbers for 2017

have been restated to correspond with the business
after the sale. As of 31 December, the Group
operates in the following principal segments:

(a) Hydropower, including Glitre Energi
(b) Wind power Norway/Sweden
(c) Bioenergy
Intercompany revenues and expenses are disclosed as sales between segments, but eliminated in the Group.
Segment information for 2018
Hydropower
External revenue
Sales between segments
Share of results in joint venture/associates

Windpower
Norway/
Sweden

Bioenergy

Not
allocated

Eliminated

260 855

32 844

40 980

1 915

0

336 595

1 063

0

0

1 257

-2 320

0

119 853

16 552

0

0
3 173
0

Income
Purchase of energy/goods

381 771
58 010

49 396
-602

40 980
10 553

EBITDA

281 945

36 836

14 113

-20 314

Operating result

270 519

27 575

1 728

Finance income

2 579

95

28

Finance expenses

Group

136 404
-2 320
0

472 999
67 961

0

312 580

-20 530

0

279 291

99 514

-8 311

93 905

-8 311

152 160

5 753

6 914

4 036

143 768

Profit/-loss before tax

267 344

20 757

-2 279

-64 785

Tax expense
Profit/-loss for the year
Depreciation of property, plant and
equipment
Write-downs of property, plant and
equipment
Write-downs of financial non-current
assets

87 514
179 830

3 083
17 673

-109
-2 170

-7 181
-57 604

0
0

83 308
137 729

11 426

9 260

12 385

216

0

33 288

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 118

0

4 118

2 528 688

310 971

282 934

1 902 762

-1 001 050

4 024 304

380 336

142 885

131 024

1 190 378

-114 298

1 730 324

11 658

982

5 851

26

0

18 517

0

0

0

4 339

0

4 339

Assets
Liabilities
Investments in property, plant and
equipment and intangible asset

221 037

Investments in joint venture and
associated companies
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Revenue and other income
Norway

2018
440 155

Sweden

32 844

The Baltic States
Total

0
472 999

Assets

2018

Norway

3 801 302

Sweden

223 002

The Baltic States
Total

0
4 024 304

Non-allocated assets/eliminated
Total
Investments

0
4 024 304
2018

Norway
Sweden
The Baltic States

17 535
982
0

Total

18 517

Segment information for 2017
Hydropower
External revenue
Sales between segments
Share of results in joint
venture/associates
Income

Purchase of energy/goods

Windpower
Norway/
Sweden

Bioenergy

Not
allocated

Eliminated

Group

175 273

25 969

35 758

1 599

0

238 599

784

0

37

2 280

-3 101

0

95 579

10 017

0

-505

0

105 090

271 636

35 986

35 795

3 375

-3 101

343 690

29 946

1 416

9 175

0

0

40 536

EBITDA

202 887

21 510

11 778

-91 665

0

144 509

Operating result

191 356

-1 402

-269

-91 881

0

97 802

Finance income

8 824

291

25

82 696

-11 749

80 087

-11 749

177 733

Finance expenses

340

5 369

4 672

179 101

Profit/-loss before tax

199 840

-6 480

-4 917

-188 287

Tax expense
Profit/-loss for the year
Depreciation of property, plant
and equipment
Write-downs of property, plant
and equipment
Write-downs of financial noncurrent assets

86 129
113 711

-1 432
-5 048

-1 115
-3 802

-34 118
-154 169

0
0

49 464
-49 308

11 530

10 054

12 047

216

0

33 847

0

12 858

0

0

0

12 858

0

0

0

7 712

0

7 712

2 524 712

339 776

286 417

3 163
596

-2 977 723

3 336 779

Assets

156

3 493
Liabilities
Investments in property, plant
and equipment and intangible
asset
Investments in joint venture
and associated companies

0

271 855

188 541

133 669

387

-814 123

3 273 329

5 271

55

13 654

0

0

18 981

0

0

0

2 020

0

2 020
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Revenue and other income
Norway

2017
317 722

Sweden
The Baltic States
Total

25 969
343 690

Assets

2017

Norway

2 896 917

Sweden
The Baltic States

253 989
3 150 905

Non-allocated assets/eliminated
Total
Investments
Norway

185 873
3 336 779
2017

Sweden
The Baltic States

20 946
55

Total

21 001

Information about significant customers
No external customers represent 10% or more of the Group's operating income.

Note 4 Discontinued operations
On 29 May 2018, the shareholders in Nelja Energia AS made an agreement with Enefit Green AS, a subsidiary of the
Estonian publicly owned Eesti Energia, about a take-over of the company. The agreement was subject to the
approval by the authorities in all the three Baltic states, and was finalized on 7 November 2018 when the approval
had been obtained. Through its subsidiary Vardar Eurus, Vardar owned 77 % of Nelja Energia, and the company has
been consolidated into Vardar’s group accounts. Pursuant to IFRS 5, the result from the operations in the Baltics had
been presented as discontinued operations in the 2018 consolidated financial statements, and comparable figures for
2017 are shown in the income statement, cash flow statement, note 3 Segment information and this note
Discontinued operations. Comparable figures in other notes have not been restated.
Result from the Group’s discontinued operations
Revenue
Purchase of power and goods
Salary and other personnel costs
Depreciation
Other operating expenses
Operating profit
Finance income
Finance expenses
Profit before tax
Tax expense
Profit after tax

2018

2017

588 862
-95 417
-18 991
-159 927
-164 767
149 760
0
-77 602
72 158
-15 215
56 943

775 978
-110 424
-28 019
-180 483
-216 671
240 381
361
-103 681
137 061
-13 618
123 443

Result effect of eliminations
Gain on sale of discontinued operations
Profit after tax from discontinued operations

0
601 641
658 584

0
0
123 443

9 974
-366 524
302 034

29 586
123 307
276 336

2018

2017

15 530
643 054
658 584

30 347
93 096
123 443

Other comprehensive income
Value change in hedging instruments
Translation currency differences
Total comprehensive income from discontinued operations
Profit for the year is allocated as follows
Non-controlling owner interests
Controlling owner interests
Profit for the year from discontinued operations
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Total comprehensive income is allocated as follows:
Non-controlling owner interests
Controlling owner interests
Total profit from discontinued operations

2018

2017

1 981
300 053
302 034

73 719
202 617
276 336

The most significant categories of assets and liabilities relate to the Group’s discontinued operations.

2018

2017

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3 575 278
33 035
93 392
3 701 705
194 081
194 081
3 895 705

Liabilities
Long-term debt
Short-term debt
Total debt classified as held for sale

0
0
0

2 447 776
333 420
2 781 196

Net assets directly to operations held for sale

0

1 114 590

2018
149 415
-2 061
-192 629
-45 275

2017
322 865
-55 224
-260 118
7 253

Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments in shares
Other non-current receivables
Total non-current assets
Current assets exclusive of cash and liquid assets
Total current assets
Total assets classified as held for sale

Net cash flows related to the Group’s discontinued operations
Operating activities
Investing activities
Financing activities
Total net cash flow

Note 5 Events after the balance sheet date
No events of significant importance have occurred in the period after the balance sheet date.

Note 6 Management of capital structure
The capital management shall secure the Group's
freedom to act in the short and long run. The objective
is to have a financial structure that through solidity
and cash flows ensures a satisfactory long-term
creditworthiness that can provide liquidity on good
terms. Available liquidity shall at all times at least
cover interest expenses in the coming 12 months. The
Group's liquidity reserve, in addition to cash and cash
equivalents, includes a partly unused long-term
overdraft facility. The Group mainly uses banks and
the bond market as sources for borrowings. In
addition, Vardar has a subordinated loan from the A
shareholder, considered to constitute equity because
of its structure and exemption from repayment.
The maturity profile shall ensure a freedom to act also
in periods when financing in the markets can be more
challenging. External borrowings mainly take place at
the parent company level, and the subsidiaries' capital

requirements are normally covered by equity
contributions and internal loans. The capital structure
in the subsidiaries is adjusted to commercial, as well
as legal and tax, considerations. An exception from
this structure is Vardar Eurus' subsidiary Nelja
Energia AS, which had an independent capital
management and external borrowings. Vardar
monitors the capital management by, as an example,
following the development in the equity ratio, net
interest-bearing debt and cash flows from operations.
The debt ratio at 31 December 2018 is 3%. The
decline from earlier years is related to the realization
of the business in the Baltics and the redemption of
loans. The Group is considered to have a financial
position satisfactory enough to carry out coming
investments and rehabilitations.
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Interest-bearing long-term liabilities
* of which subordinated
loans constitute
Issued sales option to non-controlling owner
Total current liabilities
Non-controlling owner interests
Bank deposits and cash equivalents
Net liabilities
Total capital
Debt ratio

2018

2017

947 500

4 276 490

-507 500

-507 500

0
394 020
-36
-716 050
117 933

500 028
518 574
-24 449
-338 169
4 424 974

4 024 304
3%

7 517 791
59 %

Note 7 Market risk
Vardar’s operations involve risks in many areas, and
the Group has an overall approach to its market risks.
The objective of risk management is to take the right
risks based on the Group’s willingness and ability to
take risks, competence and solidity. Risk
management shall identify threats and opportunities
for the Group and direct risk against an acceptable
level to give a reasonable assurance that the Group’s
goals are achieved The Group's various business
areas are primarily exposed to risk related to the
development of prices in the power market and the
future production volume. Details on this are provided
in this note, whereas financial risk is described in note
8.
The market risk for Vardar is primarily related to the
development in power prices and production volumes.
Both factors are influenced by the weather and rain,
but the power prices are in addition influenced by
production, consumption and transfer capacity. In
addition, power prices are affected by the price
development of alternative energy sources like oil,
coal and gas. Vardar has a framework for managing
the risk related to power prices, whereas the risk
related to power production primarily is managed by
an optimization of the energy allocation for the
hydropower production. For wind power, the focus is
on the selection of various geographical areas, type of
turbines and high availability in order to reduce the
production risk. The volume risk applies for the entire
production portfolio. As a long-term owner, the Group
should, in average over time, achieve a production
volume corresponding to an average annual
production. Variations in volume will give variations
the financial result from year to year. In the
capitalization of the Group, it is taken into account that
the result in one individual year can be weaker as a
consequence of fluctuations in the production volume.

Vardar’s framework for managing the power price risk
includes the Norwegian and Swedish operations and
shall ensure a minimum of cash flows from these
businesses with a time horizon of up to 5 years. In
order to achieve the desired risk reducing effect,
standardized derivative products, such as futures and
forward contracts, are used. The hedge trade is
carried out primarily through Nasdaq, also responsible
for settlement, or by bilateral agreements with
counterparties considered to have low liquidity risk.
The extent of trading is monitored on an ongoing
basis, and risk is regularly reported to management
and the Board.
The segment bioenergy in Norway is exposed to
uncertainties in sales prices to customers, as the price
pursuant to the concession shall be lower than
competing energy bearer at the contract closing. This
implies that the price is sensitive to changes in power
price, network tariff and public duties connected with
energy. The strategy to have a customer portfolio
comprising both fixed and floating sales prices
mitigates this risk to some extent.
At the implementation of IFRS 9 from 1 January 2018,
Vardar apply hedge accounting for derivatives entered
into to reduce the market risk related to changes in
power price. Details are given in note 11.

Note 8 Financial risk
Financial risk is related to currency, interest, liquidity,
credit and capital management. The Board has set
down distinct guidelines for risk management, and
strategies, systems and reporting routines for an
overall risk management within the Group have been
established. The purpose of risk management is to
create a higher degree of predictability for cash flows
in the coming years, secure values in the balance

sheet, reduce risk and support the creation of value
and a solid financial platform.
Risk management involves the use of derivatives.
After the implementation IFRS 9 effective from 1
January 2018, hedges related to minimizing the
currency risk meet the requirements for hedge
accounting (details in note 11).
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Currency risk
The Group has a substantial portion of its ongoing
power revenues in euros and significant values in the
balance sheet related to euros and Swedish kroner.
This entails a currency risk. The Group has a hedging
strategy whereby assets and power revenues linked
to foreign currencies are hedged by forward currency
contracts and debit items in corresponding currencies.
This reduces the risk linked to reduced revenues and
impairment of assets by strengthening the Norwegian
krone in relation to foreign currencies.
Vardar has board-approved limits for the future
hedging of euros, for both revenues from power sales
and balance sheet items. A time horizon of 5 years
has been adopted for currency hedging, whereby the
degree of hedging for the period shall be between 25
and 70%.
Interest rate risk
The interest rate risk is linked to fluctuations in the
future interest rate level. It primarily affects the level of
the Group's future interest expenses, and thereby the
ability to service loan obligations. In order to
counteract this risk, Vardar has a mixture of fixed and
floating interest rates in its loan portfolio. The Group
has hedging limits related to the duration. The
duration is the average term of a hedging instrument
when both the interest payments and repayments of
the loan are taken into account. The Group's limits for
interest rate hedging entail that the hedging portfolio
should have a duration of 1 to 5 years, and 30 to 70%
of the company's total debt a duration of one year or
more. At the end of 2018, the Group exceeded he
Interest rate
sensitivity

Market value

2018

1 449 044

2017

4 669 994

limit due to the sale of operations in the Baltics with
the subsequent redemption of debt. The Board is
aware of this, and will use 2019 to adjust the
derivative portfolio to future debt. The interest rate
derivatives entered into do not satisfy the
requirements for hedge accounting in IFRS 9, and
changes in market value are recognized in the income
statement as finance items.
The table below shows the sensitivity in the market
value at a +/- 1 percentage point change in the market
interest for all interest-bearing assets and liabilities in
the Group, when interest terms are taken into
account. All other variables have been kept constant.
The net financial items are affected by a change in the
floating interest rate in the income statement and
other comprehensive income, as shown in the table
below. The market value of interest rate derivatives is
the present value of future expected payments. These
payments change as much at an increase in the
market interests as by a fall in market interests. At a
change in market interests, the discount interests for
the calculation of the present value of the future
expected payments also change. A decline in the
discount interest rate has a larger effect on the market
value than a corresponding increase in the discount
interest rate. The comparable figures from 2017
include the operations in the Baltics that were realized
during 2018. The Baltic operations practiced hedge
accounting on all their interest rate swaps, and the fair
value was recognized in the balance sheet with
changes in value through other comprehensive
income.

Change in interest
rate level (%)
1%
0%
-1 %
1%
0%
-1 %

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk arises if the cash flows are not in line
with ongoing operating and financial liabilities. A lack
of liquid assets can result in a breach of loan
covenants, costs related to late or non-payment, as
well as the risk of not being able to finance desired
growth and development. Vardar has good long-term
financing of its operations through subordinated loans
from owner and loans in the bond market and bank
connection. In addition, the Group has a MNOK 50
credit facility to ensure that liquidity is available on a
short-term basis. The credit facility makes it possible
to utilize the commercial paper market actively as one
element in the financing of Vardar. After the sale of
the Baltic business, all external bank debt has been
paid, and an opportunity for raising new debt has
been agreed with the main bank connection. The
Group has not violated any covenants as at the
balance sheet date.

Effect on result
before tax
102 511

Effect on equity
0

-116 370
128 396

0
18 485

-144 204

-18 485

The table below shows the maturity profile for the
Group's financial liabilities. Interest payments concern
nominal interest payments according to the terms as
of 31 December for the relevant years.
Financial derivatives in addition to interest rate swaps
are related to price hedging of the power production,
cf. the above section about market risk. These
derivatives do not represent any liquidity risk as long
as the Group's power plants on the whole are
operating normally, as the power is sold to the power
exchange, implying a minimal counterparty risk.
Guarantees are nevertheless provided for future
financial settlements against Nasdaq. The guarantees
concern the difference between the market value and
contractual value, and are adjusted on a daily basis.
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Financial obligations (excl. derivatives) at 31
Dec. 2018

< 3 months

Interest-bearing loans
Interest payments on interest-bearing loans
Subordinated loans
Interest payments on subordinated loans
Trade payables
Other short-term debt

3-12
months

1-5 years

After 2022

Total

440 000

675 000

0

235 000

0

2 027

34 681

123 520

59 480

219 708

0

0

0

507 500

507 500

0

23 091

92 365

46 183

161 639

8 001

0

0

0

8 001

93 404

57 616

0

0

151 020

103 431

350 388

215 885

1 053 163

1 722 867

Derivatives

9 095

27 285

74 640

221 000

332 020

Total due on derivative obligations

9 095

27 285

74 640

221 000

332 020

112 526

377 672

290 525

1 274 162

2 054 886

1-5 years

After 2022

Total

Total due on non-derivative obligations

Total due on obligations

Financial obligations (excl. derivatives) at 31
Dec. 2017

< 3 months

3-12
months

Interest-bearing loans

71 378

252 470

2 757 975

1 011 015

4 092 838

Interest payments on interest-bearing loans

18 070

106 958

350 084

77 786

552 899

Subordinated loans

0

0

0

507 500

507 500

Interest payments on subordinated loans

0

23 091

115 456

46 183

184 730

Trade payables

43 071

0

0

0

43 071

Other short-term debt

77 581

42 592

0

0

120 173

210 100

425 112

3 223 516

1 642 483

5 501 211

14 639

36 409

138 465

336 531

526 044

Total due on non-derivative obligations
Derivatives
Total due on derivative obligations
Total due on obligations

Credit risk
Credit risk arises when a contracting party does not
have the financial capacity to meet its obligations.
Non-payment by counterparties will result in losses of
the Group's revenue flow and affect the Group's ability
to service its obligations and its opportunities to
pursue the desired development.
Trade receivables
The Group sells power produced in Norway on the
power exchange Nasdaq, in addition to the rights
holders of power from the Usta and Nes power
stations. The rights holders are municipalities in
Hallingdal and regarded as financially solid with a low
risk for non-settlement. The trading of financial power
contracts is normally cleared through Nasdaq. This
entails that Nasdaq becomes a legal contracting party
and guarantees the settlement, which reduces the
counterparty risk significantly. In 2018, however, the
power exchange experienced that a participant did not
meet the security requirement, and pursuant to the
exchange rules, other participants had to cover the
loss. For the Vardar Group, this claim constituted a
little less than 20 000 euros, and exemplified that the
counterparty risk is not eliminated with Nasdaq as the
contracting party.
The wind power production in Sweden is sold through
contracts by way of well-known portfolio managers,
where the risk of non-payment is somewhat reduced
by obligations to the same counterparty.

14 639

36 409

138 465

336 531

526 044

224 740

461 520

3 361 981

1 979 014

6 027 255

The Group sells heating to end customers through the
bioenergy business area. Outstanding receivables are
assessed on an ongoing basis, and any losses are
recognized in the income statement when payment
appears to be unlikely. Of the Group's total operating
revenues, this business area represents 12%, and the
credit risk is considered to be low. Note 25 has details
on trade receivables.
Subordinated loan and other long-term receivables
The Group's largest individual debtor is Glitre Energi
AS, a company in which Vardar, as a 50% owner,
contributes to the long-term financing of the company
by means of a subordinated loan. At the end of 2018,
the loan totaled MNOK 125. This is an interest-only
loan until final maturity in 2045, and with an interest
equaling 5 years’ swap interest rate with a margin of
2,60%. The interest rate is fixed until the next date for
determining the interest rate.
Note 23 has an overview of subordinated loans and
other long-term receivables, specified by
counterparty.
Prepayments and other receivables.
Prepayments and other receivables include few
financial assets, where the credit risk connected with
the share of other short-term receivables is
considered insignificant (specification in note 25).
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Other financial instruments
The counterparty risk for cash, interest swap
agreements and forward currency contracts is
reduced through the selection of counterparties/banks
with a high credit rating. The Group's opportunity to
offset balances follows the ordinary rules of
Carrying amount/fair value
Financial assets
Derivatives not recognized as hedge
accounting
Interest rate swaps NOK
Total derivative assets
Financial obligations
Derivatives recognized as hedge accounting
Currency swaps
Interest rate swaps EUR
Derivatives not recognized as hedge
accounting
Interest rate swaps NOK
Interest rate swaps EUR
Interest rate currency swaps
NOK/EUR
Total derivative obligations

Norwegian law. Standardized and primarily bilateral
agreements with financial institutions for interest rates
and currency, which give the parties a right to offset in
the event of any breach, have been entered into.

2018

2017

52 617
52 617

62 961
62 961

68 104
0

68 326
53 723

218 085
36 496

243 183
35 976

9 336
332 020

124 837
526 044

Note 9 Financial instruments
Financial instruments are extensively used to secure
values and provide a larger predictability in future
cash flows. These instruments constitute a large part
of Vardar's total balance sheet and are of significant
importance for the Group's financial position and
result.
The transition from IAS 39 to IFRS 9 has not implied
any significant changes in the Group’s classification
and measurement of financial instruments.
Financial instruments in operations
Financial instruments related to operations mainly
comprise concession power rights and cash flow
hedges in the form of foreign currency futures and
currency swaps.
In power sales, financial instruments are applied to
create a higher predictability on future cash flows,
where the degree of price hedging of the future power
production is managed by an approved hedging
strategy. As the power price in listed markets is in
euros, most of Vardar's income comes from power
sales in euros. The future power revenues in euros
are secured by foreign currency futures, in order to
increase the predictability of cash flows in Norwegian
kroner. After the implementation of IFRS 9, both
hedges are defined as cash flow hedges and meet the
requirements for hedge accounting. Note 11 has
details.

Vardar has a practice for, to a certain degree,
balancing assets in foreign currencies against
corresponding liabilities. Hedged objects are assets in
foreign currencies, or financial loan arrangements
assessed at amortized cost. This makes the values in
Vardar's balance sheet less vulnerable for fluctuations
in the currency relation between Norwegian kroner
and foreign currencies. At the end of 2018, there were
no such derivatives.
In addition, the Group has financial instruments in
operating activities involving trade receivables, trade
payables, other short-term debt, cash and cash
equivalents etc.
Financial instruments in financing activities
Financial instruments concerning financing activities
mainly comprise bond loans, debt to credit institutions,
subordinated loans and borrowings, an issued sales
option to non-controlling owner and interest rate
swaps.
.
Vardar is exposed to changes in the interest rate
level. To increase the degree of predictability on
future interest costs, the Group has introduced an
interest rate hedging strategy. Vardar's interest rate
hedges do not meet the requirements for hedge
accounting pursuant to IFRS 9.
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Financial assets and liabilities in the balance sheet are classified as follows:
31.12.2018

Subordinated loan
Concession power rights
Derivative instruments
Other long-term receivables
Other financial assets
Trade receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial current assets
Total financial assets
31.12.2018

Long-term bond loans
Short-term bond loans
Subordinated loans
Long-term derivative
instruments
Short-term derivative
instruments
Public duties etc. due
Other financial liabilities
Total financial liabilities
31.12.2017

Subordinated loan
Concession power rights
Derivative instruments
Other long-term receivables
Financial assets available for
sale
Trade receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial current assets
Total financial assets
31.12.2017

Bond loans
Debt to credit institutions
Subordinated loans
Issued sales option to noncontrolling owner*
Derivative instruments
Public duties etc. due
Other financial liabilities
Total financial liabilities

Derivatives At fair value At fair value Amortized
designated
through
over other
cost
as hedges
profit and
compr.
loss
income
0
0
0
125 000
0
0
83 137
0
0
0
52 617
0
0
0
0
2 173
0
0
0
526
0
0
0
5 801
0
0
0
716 050
0
0
0
276 909
0
135 754
526 1 125 934

Carrying
amount

Derivatives At fair value At fair value
designated
through
over other
as hedges
profit and
compr.
loss
income

Amortized
cost

Carrying
amount

125 000
83 137
52 617
2 173
526
5 801
716 050
276 909
1 262 214

Fair value

125 000
83 137
52 617
2 173
526
5 801
716 050
276 909
1 262 214
Fair value

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

440 000
235 000
507 500

440 000
235 000
507 500

466 285
249 038
545 318

60 643

254 520

0

0

315 163

315 163

7 461

9 346
0
0
263 916

0
0
0

0
16 071
69 182
1 267 754

16 857
16 071
69 182
1 599 774

16 857
16 071
69 182
1 677 915

Carrying
amount

Fair value

0
0
68 104

0

Derivatives At fair value At fair value Loans and
designated
through
over other
receivables
as hedges
profit and
compr.
at amortized
loss
income
cost
0
0
0
125 000
0
0
83 972
0
0
0
62 961
0
0
0
0
95 938
0
0
0
526
0
0
0
148 225
0
0
0
338 169
0
0
0
175 012
0
146 933
526
882 344
At fair value Loans and
over other
receivables
compr.
at amortized
income
cost

125 000
83 972
62 961
95 938

125 000
83 972
62 961
95 938

526
148 225
338 169
175 012
1 029 803

526
148 225
338 169
175 012
1 029 803

Derivatives
designated
as hedges

At fair
value
through
profit and
loss

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1 027 515
3 065 323
507 500

1 027 515
3 065 323
507 500

1 070 048
2 899 855
451 166

0
122 049
0
0
53 723

0
403 995
0
0
472 321

0
0

500 028
0
25 286
95 365
5 221 018

500 028
526 044
25 286
95 365
5 747 062

500 028
526 044
25 286
95 365
5 567 793

0
0
0

Carrying
amount

Fair value

*Currency effects related to issued sales option to NEFCO are designated as hedging.
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Note 10 Fair value
Assessment of fair value
According to IFRS 13, fair value measurements shall
be presented by level with the following categories:
•
Level 1: Quoted price in an active market for
an identical asset or liability
•
Level 2: Valuation based on other
observable factors, either directly (price) or
indirectly (derived from prices), other than

the listed price (used in level 1) for the asset
or liability
Level 3: Valuation based on factors not
obtained from observable markets
(unobservable assumptions)

•

The following table presents the Group's assets and liabilities measured at fair value as at 31 December 2018:
Assets at 31 December 2018
Concession power rights
Financial assets / equity instruments
Long-term derivative instruments
Total
Liabilities at 31 December 2018
Long-term derivative instruments
Short-term derivative instruments
Total

Level 1
0
0
0
0

Level 2
0
0
52 617
52 617

Level 3
83 137
526
0
83 662

Total
83 137
526
52 617
136 280

0
0
0

315 163
16 857
332 020

0
0
0

315 163
16 857
332 020

The table below shows the Group's changes in financial instruments classified in level 3 in the fair value hierarchy as
at 31 December 2018:
Assets and liabilities at fair value based on level 3

Financial
assets
85 507
-835
-1 012
83 662

Opening balance 1 January 2018
Gain and loss recognized in income statement
Additions and disposals
Closing balance 31 December 2018

Sensitivity analysis for significant factors used in the measurement of fair value level 3
Power price before tax (concession power right)

Financial
liabilities
500 028
0
-500 028
0

Price +10%
13 446

Total
-414 520
-835
499 016
83 662

Price -10%
-13 446

The following table presents the Group's assets and liabilities measured at fair value as at 31 December 2017:
Assets at 31 December 2017
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Total
Concession power rights
0
0
83 972
83 972
Financial assets available-for-sale – equity instruments
0
0
526
526
Investment properties
0
0
1 009
1 009
Long-term derivative instruments
0
62 961
0
62 961
Total
0
62 961
85 507
148 468
Liabilities at 31 December 2017
Derivative instruments
Total

0
0

526 044
526 044

0
0

526 044
526 044

The table below shows the Group's changes in financial instruments classified in level 3 in the fair value hierarchy as
at 31 December 2017:
Assets and liabilities at fair value based on level 3
Financial
Financial
Total
assets
liabilities
Opening balance at 1 January 2017
82 130
0
82 130
Gain and loss recognized in income statement
3 300
0
3 300
Unrealized gain and loss recognized in other comprehensive
income
77
0
77
Closing balance at 31 December 2017
85 507
0
85 507

Sensitivity analysis for significant factors used in the measurement of fair value level 3
Power price before tax (concession power right)

Price +10%
15 065

Price -10%
-15 065
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The fair value of financial instruments on level 1
traded in active markets is based on the market prices
on the date of the balance sheet. A market is
regarded as active if the market prices are readily and
regularly available from an exchange, dealer, broker,
industry group, pricing service, or regulatory agency,
and these prices represent actual and regularly
occurring market transactions on an arm’s length
basis. The market price used for financial assets is
the current bid price, and the price used for financial
liabilities is the current asking price. These
instruments are classified as level 1.
The fair value of financial instruments on level 2 not
traded in an active market (such as certain OTC
derivatives) is determined by means of various
valuation methods. These methods maximize the use
of observable data, whenever it is available, and are
based as little as possible on the Group's own
estimates. If all the significant data input required to
determine the fair value of an instrument is based on
observable data, then the instrument will be classified
on level 2.
Special valuation methods that are used to assess
financial instruments include:
•
Quoted market or trading price for
corresponding instruments.
•
The fair value of interest rate swaps is
calculated as the present value of the future
cash flow based on observable yield curves.
•
The fair value of forward contracts in a
foreign currency is calculated as the present
value of the difference between the agreed
forward price and the forward price on the
date of the balance sheet multiplied by the
contract volume in a foreign currency. The
relevant interest rate on the date of the
balance sheet is used for calculating the
present value.

On level 3, other methods, such as discounted cash
flows, are used to determine the fair value of the
remaining financial instruments. The measurement of
financial instruments categorized on level 3 is shown
below.
Concession power right
For the calculation of the value of the concession
power rights, the estimated annual power volume,
market price for power provided by the Nasdaq for the
last trading day of the year, an estimated full-cost
price for concession power and a discount rate of 5%
is used. The discount rate is determined on the basis
of the expected return from hydropower production in
Norway. The market price for power is quoted for the
next 10 years. An average of these years is used as
the market price throughout the entire calculation
period. Both the power prices and interest rates are
in real time. The value is calculated up to and
including 2041, which coincides with the duration of
the underlying agreement (cf. note 10).
The following is used in the value
calculation:
Exchange rate on euros
Power price/NOK/MWh

2018 2017
9,95 9,84
351 288

Financial assets – equity instruments
Unlisted shares classified as financial assets are
measured at fair value based on an estimated sales
value between independent parties (note 21).
For the accounting year 2018, there have been no
changes in the fair value measurement causing any
transition between the different levels, and there have
been no transfers in or out of level 3.

Information on fair value for balances not measured at fair value
Carrying amount and fair value of longterm loans
Bond loans1
Debt to credit institutions2
Subordinated loans2
Non-controlling owner with sales option3
1

The fair value of bonds is determined on the basis of
observable transactions. The liquidity will be limited,
and the understanding of the market price will also be
uncertain. For this reason, bond obligations are
measured in accordance with level 3 in the valuation
hierarchy.

Carrying amount
2018
2017
675 000
1 027 515
0
3 065 323
507 500
507 500
0
500 028

Fair value
2018
2017
715 323
1 070 048
0
2 899 855
545 318
451 166
0
500 028

owners. One was an option to NEFCO related to
NEFCO’s 10% stake in Vardar Eurus, giving NEFCO
the right to sell their stake to Vardar from 1 January
2018, at the market price for the shares less a
discount. At the same time, Vardar was entitled to
purchase the same stake according to agreement
terms.

2

Debt to credit institutions and subordinated loans are
measured at the present value of future discounted
cash flows for the obligations with a maturity and
market interest rate as for corresponding market
loans. The balances are consequently measured
according to level 3 in the valuation hierarchy.
3 Before

the sale of the business in the Baltics, the
Group had issued two options to non-controlling

The valuation of the option was based on the
expected value development of Nelja Energia, at an
expected company value when the option could be
exercised. The effective interest at the time of
recognition was the basis for the valuation. The option
was no longer valid when Vardar purchased NEFCO’s
stake in Vardar Eurus on 13 November 2018.
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The non-controlling owner interests in Nelja Energia
had an option to sell their stakes to Vardar Eurus in
the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December
2024. The price and sales profile of the shares had
been agreed. The value of the option was based on
expected EBITDA after tax in Nelja Energia, adjusted
for paid dividends according to the agreement terms.
The effective interest rate at the recognition date was
the basis for the value. The option was no longer valid

when the sale of Nelja Energia was finalized on 7
November 2018.
Note 28 has details on the changes in carrying value
of the options.
The fair value of other financial assets and liabilities
equals the carrying amount, as the discounting effect
is not significant.

Note 11 Hedge accounting
Vardar is exposed to risk described in more detail in
notes 6 and 7. At the implementation of IFRS 9,
Vardar has introduced hedge accounting related to
cash flow hedges, where there is a clear connection
between the hedged object and the hedging
instrument being power derivatives.

Ineffectiveness is measured on an ongoing basis and
is recognized in the income statement as value
changes under operating costs. As the due dates for
the financial currency swaps are set to the middle of
the quarter, it is natural that a certain amount of power
revenues is received before, and a certain amount
after, the due dates for the currency swaps.

Power price risk:
To reduce the financial risk the Group is exposed to
by changes in power prices, derivatives can be
entered into to hedge the power price. The Group had
no such contracts at year-end.

Ineffectiveness arising from a difference in time value
of cash flows for the hedged object and the hedging
instrument can therefore be expected to contribute to
such an insignificant ineffectiveness that it is set to 0.
The amount of hedged power revenues in euros is
also significantly lower than expected euro revenues
from the power sale, and there should therefore be no
ineffectiveness risk caused by a lower amount from
the hedged object than from the hedging instrument
over the quarter. Ineffectiveness arising on the basis
of credit risk related to financial counterparts is also
considered not relevant, as all the currency swaps are
made with Nordea as the financial counterpart.
.

Currency risk.
A considerable part of current power revenues is
related to euro as the currency, implying the risk for
the Group about the development of euro compared
to Norwegian kroner. There is a clear connection
between the hedged object being power revenues in
euros and the hedging instruments being currency
derivatives.
Value changes on hedging derivatives are recognized
in other comprehensive income. On realization, the
value changes are reclassified, and power revenues
are recognized at the hedged price and hedged rate.
Overview of hedge accounting:
31.12.2018

Nominal
amount

Carrying value

Line in the financial
statements

Changes in fair value applied for
measuring ineffectiveness in the
period

Currency swaps

440 547

-68 104

Derivatives

222

2018
Change in fair value
Cash flow hedge
applied for
reserve
measuring
ineffectiveness in
the period
Highly probable power
sales
31.12.2018

Highly probable power
sales

222
Accumulated
hedge gain/loss
recognized in
other compr.
Income

-510

2017
Change in fair value
Cash flow hedge
applied for
reserve
measuring
ineffectiveness in the
period

-510
Ineffectiveness
recognized in
the income
statement

-

0
Line in the
financial
statements

Change in value of
hedging instruments

-9 974
Amount
reclassified from
other compr.
income to
income
statement

-9 974

Line in the
financial
statements

Profit after tax
from
discontinued
operations
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Note 12 Revenue and purchase of power
2018

Hydropower

Spot price
Fixed price
Concession, contract and replacement
power

224 447

Wind
power
21 126

District
heating

268 939

18 420

18 420

31 086

31 086

5 323

10 457

Sale of services, other

1 063

1 261

1 267

15 780

-1 063

Total revenue

260 855

32 844

40 980

Purchase of power

-58 010

602

-10 553

Net

202 845

33 446

30 427

2017
Spot price
Fixed price
Concession, contract and replacement
power

Hydropower
105 764

20 904

District
heating

3 172

3 044

Eliminations

6 763

-.1 257

-2 320

1 915

336 595
-67 961

1 915
Not
allocated

268 633
Group

22 554

149 222

11 258

39 475

38 247

Sale of services, other
Total revenue

Wind
power

28 218

Certificates and source guarantees

Group

21 292

Certificates and source guarantees
Eliminations

Not
allocated

38 247
5 065

8 109

784

1 983

3 879

6 646

-784

-37

-2 280

-3 101

35 758

1 599

238 599

175 273

25 969

Purchase of power

-21 221

-1 416

-9 175

-8 725

-40 537

Net

154 053

24 553

26 583

-7 126

198 063

Note 13 Changes in value related to operations

Concession power rights
Financial power portfolio
Derivatives, including foreign currency futures
Total changes in value
Of which concerns discontinued operations
Total changes in value from continuing operations
Value changes recognized in income statement
Value changes recognized in other comprehensive income

2018
7 184
0
115 723
122 907
115 501
7 406
7 184
222

2017
9 836
-1 837
-76 535
-68 536
0
-68 536
-68 536
0

Carrying value
Derivatives, including foreign currency futures
Total derivatives related to operations

-77 439
-77 439

-193 163
-193 163

Concession power rights
Concession power rights are purchases from
Buskerud County Administration's right to secondary
tapping of concession power for a period of approx.
40 years, effective from 2001. The volume amounted
Carrying value of concession power right
Carrying value at 1 January
Realized
Change in value
Carrying value at 31 December

to 77 GWh in 2017 and varies from one year to
another depending of the energy requirements of the
municipalities Hol and Nore and Uvdal.

2018
83 972
-8 019
7 184
83 137

2017
80 153
-6 017
9 836
83 972
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Note 14 Salary expenses and remunerations
Salaries
Remuneration to the
Board
Social security tax
Pension costs
Other personnel costs
Capitalized salary expenses
Total salary and personnel costs
of which concerned discontinued
operations
Total salary and personnel costs from continuing operations
Average full-time equivalents
Remunerations to executives 2018

Fixed
salary

Other
benefits

2018
14 834

2017
35 094

749
2 792
8 592
406
-1 464
25 908

732
8 232
4 207
1 440
-1 303
48 401

0

28 019

25 908
12

20 382
88

Pension
costs

Loan from the
company

Thorleif Leifsen, Group CEO 1)

2 551

158

285

900

Iren Bogen, CFO

1 722

141

266

0

Kristin Ankile, Director wind power Norway and Sweden

1 313

23

291

250

Remunerations to the Board
In 2018, the following fees were paid to the Board:
Chair
Deputy Chair
Three board members 2)
Remuneration to the Audit Committee

250
162
356
16

Total remunerations to the Board

784

1)

The Group CEO has been on a long-term sickleave. Robert Olsen has acted as Group CEO from 10
September. He is hired from Skagerak Energi at a

fixed monthly fee of TNOK 230, accounted for as
other operating expenses.
2j) Each member has received TNOK 119.

Auditors
Expensed fees for group auditors concern the following services (excl. of VAT):
- statutory audit
- other attestation services
- tax advice
-other assistance
Total remuneration to group auditors

2018

2017

727
31
126
409
1 293

759
13
89
353
1 214

Expensed fees for other auditors concern the following services (excl. of VAT):
- statutory audit
- tax advice
-other assistance
Total remuneration to other auditors

79
0
0
79

965
89
2
1 055

Vardar’s salary policy is to offer competitive terms
without being wage leader. The Board approves the
Group CEO’s salary on the basis of the general wage
development, executive salaries in the industry and
the CEO’s performance. Adjustments are made on 1
July each year.

employee's performance compared to expectations.
The effective date for any salary adjustment is either 1
July or 1 November each year for the Norwegian
companies. The salary policy for executives described
above has been effective in 2018 and will be the basis
also for the coming fiscal year.

Remuneration to other senior executives of the Vardar
Group is considered and decided by the Group CEO.
In connection with the determination of the
remuneration to each employee, the general salary
increase for similar positions shall be considered, as
well as salary developments in other companies
where Vardar has ownership, and the individual

Regarding benefits in addition to normal salary, all
employees in the Vardar Group in Norway are
covered by a defined benefit pension plan. Moreover,
all employees have group accident insurance and
group life insurance. In addition, the Group CEO and
CFO have an operating pension scheme entitling
them to a total pension equivalent to 12G when
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including benefits from the national security pension
and the company’s occupational pension scheme.
The CEO has the right to early retirement at the age
of 65. The CEO and CFO have company car schemes
limited to a cost price of TNOK 625/TNOK 500,
respectively, for 2018. In addition, the employer
covers telephone/mobile phone, 1-2 newspaper
subscriptions and Internet for home offices for all
executives.
Executives have arrangements with a combination of
severance pay and salary guarantees as financial
security in connection with the termination of the
employment. For the Group CEO, this involves
severance pay in 12 months. For other executives the
limit is 18 months. It is only when the employer

terminates the employment or there are significant
structural changes that these arrangements can come
into effect.
Vardar has given loans to some executives at the
interest for such loans determined by the Norwegian
Parliament.
Employees in Vardar participate in boards in
subsidiaries and associated companies. No board
fees are paid for such positions.
There are no other additional benefits to executives,
nor any variable elements in the remuneration to
them.

Note 15 Pensions
The parent company and the Group's subsidiaries
domiciled in Norway are required to have an
occupational pension scheme pursuant to the Act on
Occupational Pensions. The pension scheme complies with the requirements in this act.

Buskerud County Pension Fund. The scheme
comprises 78 employees and former employees, and
includes an early retirement pension (AFP). No
settlement of the scheme is expected in the next 12
months.

The Group has a defined benefit scheme based on
the expected salary at retirement, giving the members
in the scheme a guaranteed level of the payments for
the rest of their lives, and they are insured by the

In addition, the Group has an unsecured operating
pension agreement for the former and present Group
CEO and CFO (details in note 14).

2018
Pension costs
Pension costs of the year
Pension liabilities
Calculated pension liabilities
Pension assets (at market value)
Social security tax
Net pension liability in the balance sheet
Financial assumptions
Discount rate
Annual salary increase
Annual increase in the national insurance basic
amount
Annual pension adjustment
Expected long-term return
Mortality assumption
The calculation of pension cost and net pension
liabilities is based on a number of assumptions. The
discount rate is determined on the basis of preference
covered bonds (OMF). Salary increase, pension
adjustment and the regulation of the national
insurance basic amount increase are based on the

Unsecured
Secured scheme
scheme
2 566

2 096

76 826
-62 839

2017
Secured Unsecured
scheme
scheme
2 365

2 096

19 877

73 880

17 507

0

-65 777

0

1 972

2 803

1 143

2 468

15 959
2018
2,60 %
2,75 %

22 680

9 246
2017
2,40 %
2,50 %

19 975

2,50 %
1,50 %
2,60 %
K2013

2,25 %
1,50 %
2,40 %
K2013

Norwegian Accounting Standards Board's
recommendation and on an expected long-term
inflation rate of 1.5%. The risk table for mortality,
K2013, is the best estimate for the population in
Norway

Changes in the defined benefit pension scheme liability during the year
Pension liability at 1 January
Present value of this year's pension earnings
Interest expense
Estimate changes
Benefits paid
Pension liability at 31 December
Change in the fair value of the pension plan assets

2018
91 304
3 638
2 193
84
-2 816
94 403
2018

2017
83 781
3 447
2 178
4 282
-2 302
91 387
2017
40
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Fair value of the plan assets at 1 January
Expected return on pension plan assets
Estimate changes
Total contributions
Total payments from funds
Fair value of plan assets at 31 December
Actual return on plan assets

65 230
1 696
-7 804
1 623
-2 302
68 195
2,53 %

58 412
1 686
7 334
1 462
-3 664
65 230
2,57 %

0,00 %
2,10 %
32,60 %
65,30 %

0,60 %
1,80 %
34,40 %
63,20 %

3 638
2 160
-1 589
594
4 803

3 447
2 149
-1 687
551
4 460

Allocation of plan assets
Investment held at maturity
Loans and receivables
Shares and investments
Bonds and other securities with a fixed return
Calculation of net pension costs
Present value of pension earnings of the year
Interest expense
Expected return on plan assets
Social security tax
Total pension costs

Sensitivity in the calculation of pension obligations at changes in assumptions
The sensitivity analysis has been prepared by
actuarial gains recognized in other comprehensive
changing one actuarial assumption while keeping all
income at a change in assumptions of +/- 1%.
other assumptions unchanged. Actual results can
differ significantly from these estimates. The table
shows gross pension obligations and the change in
Change in percentage points
Discount rate
Annual salary growth
Annual pension
regulation
+1%
-1%
+1%
-1%
+1%
-1%
Pension obligation

-15 %

20 %

20 %

-15 %

10 %

-9 %

Net pension costs for the period

-21 %

28 %

28 %

-21 %

12 %

-10 %

Risk assessment
Through the defined benefit plans, the Group is
affected by a number of risks due to uncertainty in
assumptions and future development. The key risks
are described here:
Life expectancy
The Group has assumed an obligation to pay
pensions for the rest of the employees' lives.
Accordingly, an increase in life expectancy for the
members implies an increased commitment to the
company.
Return risk
The Group is affected by a reduction in the actual
return on plan assets, which will increase the

Amount
Less than 1 year
1-2 years
2-3 years
3-4 years
More than 5 years
Total

3 839
3 925
3 911
3 844
83 000
98 518

commitment for the company, as the return on assets
is not sufficient to meet the obligation.
Inflation and salary growth risk
The Group's pension obligations have risks
associated with both inflation and salary development,
although the latter is closely linked to inflation. .
Higher inflation and growth in salaries than assumed
in calculating the pensions results in an increased
commitment to the Group. The weighted average
duration of the Group's pension liability as of 31
December 2018 is 14,91 years, and has the following
expected maturity structure:

Percentage of gross
pension obligation
3,90 %
3,98 %
3,97 %
3,90 %
84,25 %
100,00 %
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Note 16 Other operating expenses
2018

2017

Production costs

34 009

139 533

Rent expenditure

568

1 913

Consultancy fees

15 374

16 684

371

1 144

13 231

13 366

73

904

Maintenance

3 942

92 643

Other operating costs

5 806

20 211

73 734

286 398

0

216 671

73 734

69 727

Travel expenses
Property tax
Marketing

Total other operating expenses
of which concerned discontinued
operations
Total other operating expenses from continuing
operations

Note 17 Financial items
2018
10 324
15 762
67 819
0
93 905

2017
8 563
21 492
48 889
1 504
80 448

Interest expenses
Foreign currency loss (net)
Other finance expenses
Write-down of financial assets
Value change on issued sales option to non-controlling owner
Inefficiency in the hedging portfolio
Total finance expenses

109 047
38 090
903
4 118
0
0
152 160

206 818
64 200
965
7 712
10 235
-8 516
281 414

Net financial items
of which concerned discontinued
operations
Total financial items from continuing operations

-58 254

-200 966

0
-58 254

-103 319
-97 647

Interest income
Financial changes in value
Foreign currency gain
Other finance income
Total finance income
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Note 18 Income tax
Tax expense
Tax payable
Payable economic rent tax
Change in deferred
tax
Change in deferred tax OCI
Change in deferred tax from discontinued operations
Changed tax assessment 2017
Total tax expense

2018
25
46 078

2017
16 014
28 875

59 963
139
-22 925
28
83 308

17 178
1 106
0
-92
63 082

Tax on profit before tax differs from the amount that would have been the result if the Group's average tax rate had
been applied.
The difference is explained as follows:
Tax at a nominal rate*
Economic rent tax
Tax on distribution from subsidiary
Results from associates/joint venture
Change in tax rate
Tax-free income whereby tax is charged on distributions and non-deductible expenses
Total tax expense

2018
50 804
46 078
844
-27 566
4 702
8 445
83 308

2017
26 813
28 875
686
-25 343
-11 141
43 191
63 082

*As the Group is operating in several countries, the tax has been calculated at different nominal rates, i.e. 22% in
Sweden and 23% in Norway.
Profit before tax
Average tax rate
Deferred tax in balance sheet:
Tax payable
Economic rent tax payable
Natural resource tax payable
Total tax payable in balance sheet

110 920
52,27 %

137 217
45,97 %

2018
25
46 078
9 095
55 198

2017
4 689
28 875
9 028
42 592

Deferred tax is recognized net when the Group has a legal right to net deferred tax assets against deferred tax when
settled, and when the deferred tax is payable to the same tax authority. The following amounts have been recognized
net:
Deferred tax in balance sheet
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets reversing later than 12 months
Deferred tax assets reversing in less than 12 months
Total
Deferred tax
Deferred tax reversing in later than 12 months
Deferred tax reversing in less than 12 months
Total
Total net deferred tax assets
Change in deferred tax recognized in the balance sheet
Carrying value on 1 January
Result in period
Change in deferred tax OCI
Deferred tax from discontinued operations
Foreign currency translation
Carrying value at 31 December

2018

2017

141 769 187 723
1 875
2 618
143 644 190 341
178 646 165 379
0
0
178 646 165 379
35 002

-24 961

2018
-24 961
11 710
139
48 252
-138
35 002

2017
-39 615
18 192
1 106
0
-4 645
-24 961
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Change in deferred tax assets and deferred tax
:
Deferred tax assets

At 1 January 2017
Result in period
Tax recognized in OCI
At 31 December 2017

Tangible and
intangible
assets
6 923
-209
-1 982
6 714

Result in period

46 768

Receivables
1 385
1 233
0
2 618

Derivatives
and other
rights
84 386
9 767
0
94 153

Losses to
carry
forward
78 550
-2 167
3 754
80 136

-744

-32 684

-13 557

Pensions

Total

5 080
1 855
-215
6 721

176 324
10 479
3 539
190 341

1 775

1 556

Tax recognized in OCI

-48 252

0

0

-6

5

-48 253

At 31 December 2018

5 229

1 875

61 469

66 573

8 501

143 644

Derivatives
and rights

136 709
28 670
0
165 379

Deferred tax

At 1 January 2017
Result in period
Tax recognized in OCI
At 31 December 2017

Financial
noncurrent
assets
10 256
4 605
0
14 861

Result in period
Tax recognized in OCI
At 31 December 2018
Deferred tax and deferred tax assets are presented
net in the balance sheet. As the Group has operations
in several countries, deferred tax is calculated at
different nominal rates, including 15% in Estonia, 22%
in Sweden and for Norway at 23 and 22% in 2017 and

Gain and
loss
account
273
-64
0
210

441
-441
0
0

Tangible
and
intangible
assets
125 739
24 570
0
150 310

Total

-4 946
0

-49
0

0
0

18 263
0

13 268
0

9 915

160

0

168 673

178 646

2018, respectively. A provision for economic rent tax
(35,7% in 2017 and 37,0% in 2018) has been made
on temporary differences related to property, plant
and equipment in the power production

Note 19 Intangible assets
2018
Carrying amount at 1 January 2018

Goodwill

Waterfall
rights

Concession
rights

Total

55 032

3 142

381 849

440 022

604

0

3 969

4 573

Additions

0

0

0

0

Disposals

-55 636

0

-365 639

-241

Translation differences

Depreciation for the year

0

0

-1 345

-23 262

Carrying amount at 31 December 2018

0

3 142

18 833

21 975

98 149

3 142

26 905

128 196

0

0

-8 070

-8 070

At 31 December 2018
Acquisition cost
Accumulated amortization
Accumulated write-downs
Disposals
Carrying amount at 31 December 2018
Lifetime
Depreciation method

0

0

0

0

-98 149

0

0

-98 149

0
Indefinite

3 142
Indefinite

18 835
20 years
Straight-line

21 975
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2017

Goodwill

Carrying amount at 1 Jan. 2017

Waterfall
rights

Concession
rights

Total

50 815

3 142

370 024

423 981

4 217

0

28 114

32 331

Additions

0

0

7 213

7 213

Disposals

0

0

-241

-241

Depreciation of the year

0

0

-23 262

-23 262

55 031

3 142

381 849

440 022

Translation differences

Carrying amount at 31 Dec. 2017
As at 31 December 2017
Acquisition cost

97 084

3 142

630 634

730 859

Accumulated amortization

0

0

-108 014

-108 014

Accumulated write-downs

-42 052

0

-140 771

-182 824

55 032

3 142

370 024

440 022

Carrying amount at 31
Dec. 2017

The concession rights and goodwill in the balance sheet concern the wind power plants in the Baltics. This business
is realized in 2018, and the remaining intangible assets relate to the power plants Lista and Nes (the Hydropower
segment) by waterfall rights and contractual power, classified as a concession right.
Vardar is annually evaluated by an external, independent third-party, whereby each individual segment is valued. The
assessments have been carried out since the 2010 financial statements, and all calculations have shown that the
value of the power plants Usta and Nes is significantly higher than the carrying values. With this and favorable power
prices as the background, no impairment indicators have been identified, and no separate impairment assessments
have been made on these assets.

Note 20 Property, plant and equipment
2018

Acquisition cost
Accumulated depreciation
Accumulated write-downs
Carrying amount at 31
Dec. 2017

Machinery,
equipment
etc.
12 366
-9 973
0

District
Wind power
heating
plants
plants
373 035
4 266 782
-88 741
-879 657
-20 695
-87 653

Hydro Plants under
power
construction
plants
719 184
39 414
-115 430
0
0
-954

Total

5 410 782
-1 093 801
-109 301

2 393

263 600

3 301 213

603 754

38 460

4 209 422

2 393

263 600

3 301 212

603 754

38 460

4 209 422

Additions

26

5 772

982

0

11 737

18 517

Disposals

Carrying amount at 1 Jan.
2018

-1 502

0

-3 003 451

0

-32 051

-3 037 005

Depreciation of the year

-281

-12 320

-8 036

-10 081

0

-30 719

Translation differences
Carrying amount at 31
Dec. 2018

-43

0

-69 851

0

-966

-97 860

593

257 051

193 857

593 673

17 181

1 062 355

1 479

383 680

288 187

719 184

17 181

1 409 712

-886
0

-103 376
-23 253

-51 887
-42 444

-125 511
0

0
0

-281 659
-65 697

593

257 051

193 857

593 673

17 181

1 062 355

10-30 %

1,66 -10 %

4-5 %

0,66-2,5 %
Straightline

0,66-2,5 %

Acquisition cost
Accumulated depreciation
Accumulated write-downs
Carrying amount at 31
Dec. 2018
Depreciation rate
Depreciation method

Straight-line Straight-line Straight-line

Straight-line

In 2017, the Group also had investment property at a carrying value of TNOK 1 010.
Impairment test of property, plant and equipment
Due to volatile power prices, an impairment test is
carried out for amounts carried in the balance sheet

compared to calculated market values to investigate
any need for write-downs. The impairment test
comprises all property, plant and equipment except
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the hydropower segment. The reason for this
exception is external reports showing considerable
added value in excess of the carrying values for this
segment. For other operations, impairment tests have
been carried out for each cash flow generating unit.
The assumptions applied are as follows:
Budget and forecast assumptions
The impairment test is based on the value in use,
where future cash flows in a period of 25 years'
lifetime for each individual wind park is the basis. The
reason for this calculation period is historical
experience from our wind parks and the fact that the
turbine suppliers now are offering operating and
maintenance agreements for up until 25 years. For
the bioenergy segment, everlasting cash flows are the
basis, as a very long lifetime for the plants have been
defined, and they have been considered to have
alternative uses. The level and development of the
electricity price is very important for the profitability.
The market price at 31 December 2018 for energy
and electricity certificates is the basis, in addition to
long-term price forecasts from analysts. The normal
output for wind is calculated by independent external
consultants on the basis of the wind turbine, the
layout of the park, location and historical data.
Discount interest rate
The discount intrest rate used is based on the Group's
capital cost, and on the weighted average rate of
return for equity and foreign capital (WACC) for the
Group. The return on capital requirement is set on the
basis of the rate of return on corresponding
investments, and the rate on foreign capital is
estimated on the basis of a long-term risk-free rate

plus a credit margin derived from the Group's longterm marginal borrowing rates. The discount rate is
adjusted for the expected debt ratio and business risk
for the individual cash generating units. Taking the
various adjustment parameters into account, the
discount rate after tax applied is 7,0% for heating and
5,9% for wind power.
Assumptions summary
Calculation period; 2019-2041/everlasting
Discount rate; 5,9 – 7,0%
Other assumptions; The production volume is
calculated by an independent company, power prices
obtained from external analysts and market prices, a
consumer price index of 2,5%
All calculations show that the values exceed the
carrying amounts, and there is consequently no need
for any write-downs of property, plant and equipment
in the 2018 financial statements.
As the valuations are based on expectations for the
development in market prices on power and electricity
certificates, the values will be sensitive for changes in
the power prices. The wind power values in Sweden
and Norway are fully exposed to changes in market
prices. The bioenergy segment is exposed to price
changes on alternative energy sources.
Sensitivity analyses for value changes on a portfolio
level per segment are shown in the following table,
where the change is applied for the entire calculation
period:

Sensitivity for changes in value:
Interest +
0,5%
Bioenergy
Wind power Norway/Sweden
2017

Carrying amount at 1 Jan.
2016
Additions
Contribution
Disposals
Depreciation of the year
Write-downs of the year
Translation differences
Carrying amount at 31 Dec.
2017
Depreciation rate
Depreciation method

Applied
interest/price

0
-8 856
Machinery,
equipment
etc.

Power price -10%
-

District
heating
plants

Wind power
plants

0
-25 538
Hydropower
plants

Plants
under
construction

Total

1 911

261 954

2 877 541

613 939

360 785

4 116 132

1 307
0
-410
-517
0
102

13 634
0
0
-11 989
0
0

367 291
-6 128
-289
-168 378
-12 858
244 034

0
0
0
-10 185
0
0

-333 999
173
0
0
0
11 502

48 233
-5 955
-700
-191 069
-12 858
255 638

3 301 212
603 754
38 460
4-5 % 0,66-2,5 % 0,66-2,5 %
Straightline Straight-line Straight-line

4 209 422

2 393
263 600
10-30 % 1,66 -10 %
Straight-line Straight-line

2018
2017
Borrowing costs capitalized in period
0
438
Capitalization rate applied
0%
2,4 %
Carrying amount of wind farm financially leased
0
271 190
In 2017, the Group also had investment property with a carrying amount of TNOK 1 010. The Group has an
insignificant number of smaller leases classified as operating (note 16).
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Note 21 Investment in jointly controlled operations
The table below shows the Group’s investments in jointly controlled operations. The Group recognizes its relative
share of assets, liabilities, income and expenses.
Asset
Usta
Nes

Country
Norway
Norway

The power plants Usta and Nes are separate units
with joint operations through a contractual agreement
between the parties. One of the owner companies is
responsible for current operations of the plant and is
reimbursed other operating expenses from the other
participants. The produced volume of power, with the
exception of concession power, is owned by the coowners on the basis of their respective stakes.

Business
Power plant
Power plant

Stake
2/7
2/7

Voting right
2/7
2/7

According to the agreement between the parties, they
have joint control over operations in the power plants.
Each of the parties controls the power volume, which
is the relevant activity for the financial return. On this
background, the power plants Usta and Nes are
assessed to be a jointly controlled operating
arrangement

Note 22 Investments in joint venture and associated companies
2018

Acquired

Business
office

Stake

Voting rights

Acquisition
cost

Joint venture in Vardar AS
Glitre Energi AS

1999 Drammen

50,0 %

50,0 %

683 354

Associated companies in Vardar AS
Follum Energisentral AS
Hyperthermetics Energy AS
Marble Invest OÜ

2008 Hønefoss
2016 Ørsta
2009 Estonia

50,0 %
19,2 %
34,9 %

50,0 %
19,2 %
34,9 %

75
9 338
5 211

Associated companies in Vardar Boreas AS
Kvalheim Kraft DA
Zephyr AS

2001 Drammen
2006 Sarpsborg

50,0 %
25,0 %

50,0 %
25,0 %

46 400
2 000

Opening
balance 1
Jan. 2018
Joint venture in Vardar AS
Glitre Energi AS1)

Current year's
profit share

Impairment/
dividend/ other
changes

Closing
balance 31
Dec. 2018

1 647 638

119 853

-181 278

1 586 213

118
4 999
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
4 339
0
0

118
9 338
0
0

Associated companies in Vardar Boreas AS
Kvalheim Kraft DA
Zephyr AS
Haram Kraft AS3)

73 561
12 226
0

8 294
8 258
0

-14 000
-6 250
0

67 855
14 234
0

Associated companies in Nelja Energia AS
Empower 4 Wind
Oisu Boigaas
Vinni Biogaas

4 458
12 005
15 559

0
0
0

-4 458
-12 005
-15 559

0
0
0

Associated companies in Vardar AS
Follum Energisentral AS
Hyperthermetics Energy AS
Marble Invest OÜ
Norsk Enøk og Energi AS2)

Others
Other associated companies
1 014
0
-1 014
0
Recognized at 31 December 2018
1 771 578
136 404
-230 223
1 677 760
1Other changes include received dividends of TNOK 57 347.
2Norsk Enøk and Energi AS have no value in the balance sheet as at 1 Jan. 2018, and bankruptcy proceedings were
initiated in 2018.
3The shares in Haram Kraft AS were sold on 4 Jan. 2018
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Summary of financial information for Glitre Energi Group based on 100% amounts:

Income statement items
Operating income
Depreciation
Interest income
Interest expense
Taxes
Majority share of total
comprehensive income
Majority share of the result for the
year
The Group's share of the result for the year
Assets
Currents assets
Non-current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Liabilities
Short-term debt
Long-term debt
Short-term financial obligations
Long-term financial obligations
Equity
Majority share of equity
The Group’s share of equity

2018

2017

1 928 012
165 270
2 159
15 764
339 449

1 675 904
166 801
5 189
15 764
252 383

-8 156

128 519

239 705

191 157

119 853

95 579

916 183
9 523 185
102 671

1 182 357
9 442 675
762 681

1 166 380
5 438 072
243 481
267 869

1 058 315
5 648 548
37 778
244 854

3 172 425
1 586 213

3 295 274
1 647 638

There are no contingencies or agreed commitments relating to Glitre Energi AS.

Note 23 Subordinated loans and other non-current receivables with maturity later than one year
2018
Subordinated loans
Glitre Energi AS
Total subordinated loans
Other loans
Marble Invest OÜ1
Others, including loans to employees2
Total other non-current receivables
1 The loan of TNOK 7 977 was written down to NOK 0 at year-end.
2 Loans to employees are secured through the employment.
2017
Subordinated loans
Glitre Energi AS
4E Biofond OÜ
Total subordinated loans
Other loans
Balance on deposit account
Marble Invest OÜ1
Others, including loans to employees2
Total other non-current receivables
1 The

Principal

Interest
income

Average interest
rate

125 000
125 000

5 488
5 488

4,39 %

0
1 750
1 750

0
41
41

0,00 %
2,10 %

Principal

Interest
income

Average
interest rate

125 000
3 198
128 198

5 488
325
5 812

4,39%
12,00%

90 752
0
1 988
92 740

0
0
43
43

0,00%
0,00%
2,20%

loan of TNOK 5 770 was written down to NOK 0 at year-end.
to employees are secured through the employment.

2 Loans
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Carrying amount of the Group’s loans per currency presented in NOK at the current exchange rate
Currency
2018
NOK
126 750
EUR
0

2017
126 950
93 988

Note 24 Inventories
Inventories consist of briquettes, oil, wood chips and
pellets recognized at cost. Reserves in water
reservoirs are not carried in the balance sheet. The

Group owns 2/7 of the capacity of the power plants in
Usta and Nes.

Raw
materials
Total
inventories
Degree of filling
GWh (capacity is 3451 GWh)

2018

2017

1 647

40 996

1 647

40 996

60,3 %
868

63,9 %
920

Note 25 Trade receivables, prepayments and other receivables

Trade receivables
Provision for bad debt
Net trade receivables
Prepayments
Earned income
Natural resources tax to carry forward
Other receivables
Total receivables, prepayments and other receivables
Ageing of receivables:
Due, but not written down
Not due or
91-120 days
Year
written down <30 days 30-60 days
Year
2018
4 990
804
2
0
5
2017
139 570
8 371
274
1
2

2018
5 801
0
5 801
128 654
17 281
112 880
16 448
281 064

<30 days

2017
148 225
0
148 225
31 775
11 838
102 778
28 456
323 071

30-60 days

0

5 801

7

148 225

Note 26 Cash and cash equivalents
In the cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents comprise the following:
Bank deposits
Withheld employee tax and other restricted deposits
Deposit account
Total cash and cash equivalents
Vardar has a credit facility of MNOK 50 in Nordea.
The amount in the deposit account is used in
connection with the settlement of financial contracts
and collateral against Nasdaq OMX. The amount

2018
688 293
27 757
0
716 050

2017
324 952
797
12 420
338 169

drawn on the facility as at 31 December 2018 is
MNOK 0. The credit limit is granted for one year at a
time, usually towards the end of the year and
accordingly constitutes a short-term facility.
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Note 27 Share capital and shareholder information
Number of
Nominal value
Share capital
shares
A shares
496
5 420
2 688
B shares
49 054
5 420
265 873
Total
49 550
268 561
Share class B does not have voting rights or the right to receive dividends.
Share class
Buskerud County Administration
Drammen
Lier
Kongsberg
Ringerike
Nedre Eiker
Røyken
Øvre Eiker
Hurum
Modum
Sigdal
Hole
Flesberg
Ål
Hol
Gol
Krødsherad
Nes
Rollag
Nore og Uvdal
Hemsedal
Flå
Total

A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Premium
reserve
3 489
345 011
348 500

Number of
shares
496
7 863
6 441
5 921
5 739
4 930
3 973
3 954
2 924
1 737
1 128
922
554
471
461
442
373
353
309
265
191
103
49 550

Total
6 177
610 884
617 061

Stake
1,00 %
15,87 %
13,00 %
11,95 %
11,58 %
9,95 %
8,02 %
7,98 %
5,90 %
3,51 %
2,28 %
1,86 %
1,12 %
0,95 %
0,93 %
0,89 %
0,75 %
0,71 %
0,62 %
0,53 %
0,39 %
0,21 %
100,00 %

Result per share
The ordinary result per share is calculated as the ratio between the result for the year attributable to the
shareholders and the weighted average outstanding ordinary shares throughout the financial year.
2018
The parent company's share of the result for
the year
Number of shares at 1 Jan.
Number of shares at 31 Dec.
Result per share
of which constitutesresult per share from
discontinued operations
and result per share from continuing operations

780 784
496
496
1 574
1 328
246

2017
39 177
496
496
79
249
-170
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Note 28 Issued sales option to non-controlling owner
Non-controlling owners comprised NEFCO, with an ownership of 10% in the subsidiary Vardar Eurus, and the noncontrolling owners in Nelja Energia AS with 23% of the company. The change in option value against the noncontrolling owners in Nelja Energia AS was deducted from the allocated non-controlling owner interests and are
presented in the table below as recalculation and value change directly in equity. The option against NEFCO was
designated as hedging of net investment in business abroad, and the translation differences were recognized in other
comprehensive income and change in value in the income statement under finance income/cost. Notes 1 and 10
have details. At the sale of Nelja Energia AS finalized on 7 November 2018 and the subsequent agreement with
NEFCO dated 13 November 2018, both options were withdrawn.
Carrying amount at 1 January 2016
Recalculation recognized in other comprehensive income
Change in value recognized in income statement
Recalculation and value change recognized directly in equity
Carrying amount at 31 December 2017
Recalculation recognized in other comprehensive income
Change in value in discontinued operations
Recalculation and value change recognized directly in equity
Acquisitions
Derecognition
Carrying amount at 31 December 2018

450 440
9 018
10 235
30 335
500 028
-3 738
72 496
-12 094
-195 691
-360 002
0

Note 29 Financial obligations
Long-term liabilities

Bond loans
Bond loan NO00105772282
Bond loan NO0010737174
Bond loan NO0010727662
Total bond loans

Nominal interest rate

Fixed, 6,5 %
6mths Euribor + 650 bp
3mths Nibor + 220 bp

Effective
interest rate on
bal. sheet date
2018
2017

Maturity

6,50 % 6,50 % June 25
7,00 % June 21
3,48 % 3,01 % Dec.19

of which the first year's instalment
Bank overdraft
Finance leases
Total long-term liabilities to credit institutions
Subordinated loan
Total subordinated loan

6mths Nibor + 300 bp

3,89 % 4,29 %

2031

Carrying amount

2018

2017

440 000
0
235 000
675 000

440 000
352 515
235 000
1 027 515

-235 000
0
0
440 000

-310 963
-12 886
138 748
2 741 475

507 500
507 500

507 500
507 500

2018
0
235 000

2017
12 886
0

0
0
235 000

280 989
29 947
323 848

Current liabilities to credit institutions:
:
Bank overdraft
Bond loan
First year’s instalment on debt to credit
institutions
First year’s instalment on lease obligation
Total short-term debt to credit institutions
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Details on debt in 2017:
Bank loans
Lender
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
SEB Bank AS
Swedbank AS
Swedbank AS
Total bank loans

Loan in euros

€ 18 860
€ 10 272
€ 9 100
€ 15 230
€ 3 500
€ 24 300
€ 42 000
€ 16 254
€ 66 800
€ 16 568
€ 28 000
€ 1 500

Nominal interest
3mths Nibor + 190 bp
3mths Nibor + 195 bp
3mths Nibor + 195,5 bp
3mths Nibor + 160 bp
3mths Nibor + 165 bp
3mths Nibor + 190 bp
3mths Nibor + 235 bp
3mths Euribor + 180 bp
6mths Euribor + 176 bp
6mths Euribor + 180 bp
3mths Euribor + 220 bp
3mths Euribor + 172 bp
3mths Euribor + 220 bp
6mths Euribor + 169 bp
6mths Euribor + 245 bp
6mths Euribor + 120 bp
6mths Euribor + 205 bp
1mth Euribor + 350 bp
1mth Euribor + 300 bp

The most extensive security requirement in Vardar AS’
loan portfolio is that the value-adjusted equity
constitutes a minimum of 150% of the interest-bearing
debt and that cash and cash flows from operations
exceed next year's interest costs. The value-adjusted
equity equals the fair value of the equity in Vardar AS.
An independent external party is calculating whether
the target has been met. The Group is not in violation

Effective
interest rate
2,73 %
2,75 %
2,76 %
2,43 %
2,48 %
1,85 %
3,18 %
1,47 %
1,53 %
1,53 %
1,87 %
1,39 %
1,87 %
1,18 %
1,23 %
0,93 %
1,78 %
3,13 %
2,73 %

Maturity
Nov. 19
Nov.18
Dec..20
Sep. 19
Dec. 20
Dec. 16
June 21
Sep. 19
July 21
July 25
Sep. 21
July 21
Sep. 21
Apr. 25
Dec. 24
June 25
Dec. 25
June 22
Dec. 17

Carrying value at
31 Dec. 2017
150 000
85 000
570 000
150 000
150 000
12 886
145 000
68 981
59 416
75 574
60 124
17 919
144 643
249 068
95 776
578 708
140 175
171 428
1 879
2 926 575

with any covenants on the balance sheet date. In
addition, Vardar has provided a negative pledge
clause. The subordinated loan is provided by
Buskerud County Administration. Vardar AS has
provided Norsk Tillitsmann Pensjon AS with a
guarantee of MNOK 11,1.

Finance lease obligations
Swedbank Lizingas UAB
Swedbank Lizingas UAB
Sia SEB Lizings
Sia SEB Lizings
UAB Nordic Power Management

Nominal interest rate
6mths Euribor + 219 bp
6mths Euribor + 219 bp
2,30 %
2,25 %

Maturity
Mar. 23
May 21
Aug. 21
Aug. 20

2017
85 788
51 229
1 014
512
207

Future leases due
2017
29 993
104 278
4 477

Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years
Reconciliation of obligations from financing activities
2017
Disposals
Bond loans
Bank loans
Finance lease agreements
Total obligations from
financing activities

Cash flow

1 027 515
2 926 575
138 748

0
-1 615 082
-137 905

-352 515
-1 262 886
-27 405

Exchange rate
differences
0
-48 607
-843

4 092 838

-1 752 986

-1 615 401

-49 451

2018
675 000
0
0
675 000
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Note 30 Companies included in the consolidation
Company name
Vardar Vannkraft AS
Vardar Eiendom AS
Vardar Varme AS
Øvre Eiker Fjernvarme AS
Vardar Boreas AS
Vardar Vind AB
Vardar Eurus AS

Date of acquisition
1999
2001
2007
2012
2009
2013
2004

Business office
Drammen
Drammen
Ringerike
Øvre Eiker
Drammen
Sweden
Drammen

Stake and voting rights
100 %
99,2 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

The following companies were realized in 2018:
Company name
Date of acquisition
Nelja Energia AS
2012
Iverneta UAB
2012
Silutes vejo projektai UAB
2012
Naujoji Energija UAB
2012
Silale Vejas UAB
2012
Sudenu Vejo Elektra UAB
2012
Silale Vejo Elektra UAB
2012
UAB Silutes vejo parkas 2
2014
UAB Silutes vejo parkas 3
2015
Baltic Energy Group UAB
2012
4Energia UAB
2012
UAB Energijos Zara
2017
UAB Vejo Parkai
2017
Enercom SIA
2012
SIA Technological Solutions
2014
SIA Pellet 4Energia
2014
4Energia SIA
2012
Oceanside OÜ
2012
OÜ Pakri Tuulepargid
2004
Hanila Tuulepargid OÜ2
2012
OÜ Aseriaru Tuulepark
2012
Hiiumaa Offshore Tuulepark OÛ
2012
VV Tuulepargid OÜ
2005
Nordic Power Management OÜ
2012
4E Biofond OÜ
2012

Business office
Estonia
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Lithuania
Latvia
Latvia
Latvia
Latvia
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia

Stake and voting rights
77 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
80 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
95 %
100 %
51 %
70 %

Note 31 Dividends
The Board proposes dividends amounting to NOK 740 000 000, constituting NOK 1 491 935 per share, for 2018 to be
approved by the ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting.

Note 32 Transactions with related parties
All transactions with related parties are carried out as part of the ordinary business and at arms-length prices. The
most significant transactions are as follows:

Income
Consultancy services
Recharging of expenses
Expenses
Purchase of energy
Consultancy services
Other costs

2018

2017

1 718
98

2 031
313

0
817
0

22 143
915
22

In addition, the Group has various forms of borrowings with related parties (note 23). Note 14 has information on
transactions with executive personnel.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
INCOME STATEMENT

Note
Sales revenue
Income from investments in subsidiary
Income from investments in joint ventures and associated companies
Total operating and other income
Salaries and other personnel expenses
Depreciation
Changes in value
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

2018

2017

2
6
6

3 173
783 011
119 853
906 037

3 880
97 695
95 073
196 648

3, 13
5
17
3

16 806
216
-5 384
5 785
17 423

11 847
216
76 535
6 528
95 126

888 614

101 522

110 341
225 129
-114 788

90 563
187 003
-96 440

773 826

5 082

-6 972

-34 094

780 798

39 176

Operating profit
Finance income
Finance expenses
Net financial items

18
18

Profit before tax
Tax expense
Profit for the year

4

Other comprehensive income
Share of other comprehensive income in subsidiaries, joint venture and
associated companies
Actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans
Income tax related to actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans
Items not to be reclassified to the income statement
Share of other comprehensive income in subsidiaries, joint venture and
associated companies
Changes in value of hedging instruments
Currency exchange differences
Items that can be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods

6 009
-4 182
874
2 702

-7 700
-4 607
1 106
-11 201

-53 227
-510
-73 991
-127 728

400
80 832
81 232

Total comprehensive income

655 772

109 208

Allocation of total comprehensive income
Other equity
Total allocated

655 772
655 772

109 208
109 208
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BALANCE SHEET

Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment in subsidiaries
Loans to Group companies
Investments in joint venture and associated companies.
Shares
Bonds
Subordinated loans
Derivatives
Other receivables
Non-current assets
Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Current assets
Assets
Share capital
Share premium
Other equity
Equity
Pension obligations
Issued sales option to non-controlling owner
Interest-bearing long-term debt

Note
4
5
6
10, 14
6
7
8
9
17
10
14
11

21
21
21
13
12
15,17
17

Derivatives
Non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing short-term debt
Derivatives
Trade payables
Public duties etc. due
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Equity and liabilities

16
17
14
11
14

31.12.2018
115 810
512
886 752
259 708
1 595 669
108
0
125 000
52 617
1 650
3 037 826
356 062
589 112
945 174
3 983 000

31.12.2017
140 183
728
2 152 651
433 908
1 652 755
108
122 020
125 000
62 961
1 850
4 692 164
102 839
611
103 450
4 795 614

268 561
348 500
1 676 883
2 293 944
36 096
0
947 500
315 163
1 298 759
235 000
16 857
997
1 039
136 404
390 297
3 983 000

268 561
348 500
1 057 405
1 674 466
26 272
127 932
2 347 500
470 259
2 971 963
97 754
2 062
558
551
48 260
149 185
4 795 614

Roar Flaathen
Chair of the Board

Ingvild Myhre
Deputy Chair of the board

Kristian Thowsen
Board member

Jon Steen
Board member

Kristin Ourom
Board member

Robert Olsen
CEO
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Share
capital

Equity at 1 January 2017

268 561

Share
premium

Currency
exchange
differences

348 500

634

Cash flow
hedge
reserve

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Actuarial gains and losses on
defined benefit plans
Share of other comprehensive
income from subsidiaries,
associated companies and joint
venture
Foreign currency differences

Unrealized
gains
reserve

34 366

958 497

1 575 558

-21 670

39 176

39 176

-3 501

-3 501

-3 501

-7 299

-7 299

80 832

80 832

-25 171

109 208

109 208

-36 428

-36 428

-36 428

-453

-453

-453

26 583

26 583

-27 686

1 057 406

1 674 466

1 003 627

-27 686

1 057 406

1 674 466

-1 226 009

2 006 807

780 798

780 798

-3 308

-3 308

-3 308

-47 217

-47 217

53 547

Transfer of minority to sales
option to non-controlling owner

26 583

Equity at 31 December 2017

268 561

348 500

81 466

Equity at 1 January 2018

268 561

348 500

81 466

1 003 627
0

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Actuarial gains and losses on
defined benefit plans
Share of other comprehensive
income from subsidiaries,
associated companies and joint
venture
Changes in value of hedging
instruments
Foreign currency differences
Total comprehensive
income/-loss
Dividends

-47 217

-510

-510

-510

-73 991

-73 991

2 003 499

655 772

655 772

-60 000

-60 000

-60 000

17 592

17 592

17 592

174 075

-167 960

6 115

6 115

-95 524

1 765 444

1 676 883

2 293 944

-73 991
-73 991

-510

-1 273 226

Other changes
Transfer of minority to sales
option to non-controlling owner
268 561

348 500

7 474

-510

Total
equity

60 846

-7 299
80 832

Total
other
equity

923 497

80 832

Total comprehensive income
Change in majority due to
business combination
Other changes

Equity at 31 December 2018

Retained
earnings
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Operating activities
Profit before tax
Ordinary depreciation
Write-down of financial assets
Profit share from subsidiaries/associated
companies/joint venture
Dividends/net group contribution from subsidiaries
Changes in value
Difference between expensed pension costs and
payments/disbursements
Changes in inventories, trade receivables and trade
payables
Changes in other accruals
Net cash flows from/-used in operating activities
Investing activities
Disbursements on loan receivables
Proceeds on loan receivables
Investments in shares
Net cash flows from investing activities
Financing activities
Net change in bank overdraft
Proceeds from new debt to credit institutions
Repayment of debt to credit institutions
Repayment of bonds
Proceeds from redemption of bonds
Dividends paid
Net cash flows used in financing activities
Foreign currency differences
Net change in cash and cash equivalents during the
year
Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January
Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December

2018

2017

773 826
216
0

5 082
216
7 712

-902 864
2 128 873
-58 461

-192 768
131 922
67 987

9 824

7 292

800
-208 282
1 743 932

-532
-115 006
-88 095

-660
177 697
-161 711
15 326

-9 313
128 874
-2 933
116 628

-12 754
0
-1 250 000
0
123 359
-60 000
-1 199 395

974
570 000
-420 000
-191 000
0
0
-40 026

28 636

11 526

588 500
611
589 112

33
578
611
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Note 1 Accounting principles
GENERAL INFORMATION
Vardar AS is a limited liability company, registered and domiciled in Norway with main offices in Øvre Eikervei 14,
3048 Drammen.
The company invests in and owns energy related enterprises related to renewable energy. In addition to the activity
in Norway, investments in renewable energy sources in Sweden are made through subsidiaries. The investments in
the Baltics were realized during 2018.
The Company is quoted on Oslo Stock Exchange through bond loans.
The financial statements were adopted by the Board of Directors on 9 April 2019.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
The financial statements are prepared pursuant to the
Norwegian Accounting Act section 3-9 and the
regulation on simplified IFRS approved by the Ministry
of Finance on 3 November 2014. This mainly implies
that the recognition and measurement follows
international accounting policies (IFRS) and that the
presentation and information in notes are in
accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles in Norway.
The Company has deviated from IFRS IAS 10 no.12
and 13 and IAS 18 no. 30, with the consequence that
dividends and group contributions are recognized
pursuant to the Norwegian Accounting Act. In other
respects, the recognition and measurement principles
are in accordance with IFRS:
SUBSIDIARIES, ASSOCIATED COMPANIES AND
JOINT VENTURES
The subsidiaries, joint ventures and associated
companies are valued in accordance with the equity
method in the company accounts. The parent
company’s profit share is based on the invested
company’s result after tax. The profit shares are
presented as part of the operating income in the
income statement, other comprehensive income is
included either in items that will be reclassified at a
later date or items that can be reclassified to the
income statement later, whereas the assets in the
balance sheet are included in financial non-current
assets.
Group contributions from subsidiaries are recognized
in the same year as the subsidiary provides for the
amount.
FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION
Functional currency and presentation currency
The financial statements are presented in NOK, being
the functional currency as well as the presentation
currency of the parent company.
Transactions and balance sheet items
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the
functional currency using the exchange rates
prevailing at the dates of the transactions. Realized
foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the
settlement and translation of monetary assets and
liabilities at the balance sheet exchange rate, are
recognized in the income statement.

Foreign exchange gains and losses concerning
borrowings, cash and cash equivalents are presented
as finance items in the income statement. All other
foreign exchange gains and losses are included in
changes in value.
Foreign exchange differences on net investments in
operations abroad and financial instruments
designated as hedges of such investments are
recognized in other comprehensive income and as a
separate item in equity. At the sale of a foreign
operation, the relating foreign currency difference is
reclassified from other comprehensive income to the
income statement as a part of the gain or loss at the
sale.
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment are valued at cost,
implying that property, plant and equipment are
recognized in the balance sheet at acquisition cost,
less accumulated depreciation and write downs, if
applicable. Ordinary depreciation is based on cost
and distributed over the assets' estimated useful life
on a straight- line basis.
This years’ ordinary depreciation is charged to the
income statement as operating expenses.
Subsequent costs are added to the asset’s carrying
amount or recognized separately when it is probable
that the company will achieve future economic
benefits related to the costs, and they can be reliably
measured. Other repair and maintenance costs are
charged to the income statement in the period
incurred.
The assets’ useful lives and residual values are
reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of
each reporting period. An asset’s carrying amount is
written down to its recoverable amount if the latter is
higher than its estimated recoverable amount.
The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s
fair value less costs to sell and value in use. When
assessed for impairment, assets are grouped by
cash-generating units.
LOAN EXPENSES
Loan expenses from general and specific financing
related to the acquisition, construction or
manufacturing of qualifying assets, i.e., assets
requiring a considerable period to get ready for their
intended use or sale, are added to the cost of those
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assets, until such time as the assets on the whole are
ready for their intended use or sale.
Any finance income on temporary investments of
borrowings pending the acquisition of a qualifying
asset, shall be deducted from the interest expense
capitalized as part of the cost for the asset.
All other interest costs are expensed in the period in
which they are incurred.

flows, bank overdrafts are included in loans under
short-term liabilities.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified
on the basis of art and purpose with the instruments
of the categories “Financial instruments at fair value
over profit or loss”, “Financial assets at fair value over
other comprehensive income” and “Financial
instruments at amortized cost”.

TRADE PAYABLES
Trade payables are recognized initially at fair value
and subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method.

Financial instruments are classified in the category
amortized cost if the instrument’s cash flows only
include payment of interest and principal, and the
instrument is held to receive contractual cash flows.
All other instruments are measured at fair value with
value changes recognized either in the ordinary result
or as other income or expenses.

TRADE RECEIVABLES
Trade receivables are recognized initially at fair value
and subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method, less provisions for
incurred losses.

BORROWINGS
Borrowings are recognized initially at fair value when
the loan is paid out. Transaction costs are included in
amortized cost and recognized as finance costs over
the loan's maturity based on the effective interest
method. Borrowings are classified as current liabilities
if due within 12 months after the balance sheet date,
and as non-current if due more than 12 months from
the balance sheet date.

Concerning financial instruments at fair value, Vardar
classifies strategic shares to other comprehensive
income, whereas other instruments are recognized in
the income statement. Derivatives are recognized at
fair value in the income statement unless they are part
of an accounting hedge relation.

SHARE CAPITAL AND SHARE PREMIUM
Shares are classified as equity. The Company’s
shares are divided into the share classes A and B
(note 21). Costs directly attributable to the issue of
new shares are shown in equity as a deduction from
the proceeds received.

At the initial recognition, the instruments are
measured at fair value in the balance sheet.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Pension obligations
The Company has a collective defined benefit pension
plan that includes an early retirement scheme (AFP)
at Buskerud County Pension Fund. A defined benefit
plan is a pension plan defining a pension payment
that an employee will receive on retirement, financed
by payments to the insurance company or trusteeadministered funds. The pension normally depends of
one or several factors like age, the number of years in
the company and salary. The liability recognized in
the balance sheet in respect of defined benefit
pension plans is the present value of the defined
benefit obligation at the end of the reporting period
less the fair value of plan assets and non-recognized
costs related to previous periods' pension earnings.

Impairment assessments are based on expected
losses.
The Company engages in hedges in accordance with
an approved strategy. As at 1 January 2018, the
Company implemented hedge accounting on power
and currency derivatives as a consequence of
changes in IFRS 9 related to the documentation
requirements of the hedge relation.
Hedging gains or losses recognized in other
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity are
reclassified to the income statement in the period
when the hedged object affects the result (e.g., when
the planned hedged sale takes place). Gains or
losses relating to the effective portion of interest rate
swaps, hedging variable rate borrowings, are
recognized as finance cost in the income statement.
Gains or losses related to the ineffective portion are
recognized as a change in value in the income
statement.
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or
when a hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge
accounting, any cumulative gain or loss recognized in
other comprehensive income remains in equity and is
reclassified to the income statement when the hedged
transaction is recognized in the income statement.
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand,
bank deposits and other short-term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of 12 months or
less. In the balance sheet and statement of cash

The pension obligation is calculated annually by an
independent actuary using a straight-line earnings
method. The present value of the defined benefit
obligation is determined by discounting the estimated
future payments using an interest rate based on
preference corporate bonds. The average remaining
service period for employees with defined benefit
schemes is calculated to approx. 10 years. Changes
in pension plan benefits are expensed or taken to
income in profit and loss as incurred, unless the rights
according to the new pension plan are dependent on
the employee remaining in service for a specific
period of time (earning period). In such cases, the
cost related to the changed benefit is amortized
straight-line over the earning period.
Plan assets are recognized at fair value and deducted
from the net pension liability in the balance sheet.
Excess payments are recognized in the balance sheet
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to the extent that the excess payment can be utilized
or repaid.
CURRENT AND DEFERRED TAX
The tax expense for the period comprises current and
deferred tax. Tax is recognized in the income
statement, except when concerning items recognized
directly in equity. In this case, the tax is also
recognized directly in equity.
The tax expense is calculated on the basis of the tax
regulations determined, or principally determined, by
the authorities at the balance sheet date. The
legislation applying in the countries where the
Company’s subsidiaries and associates operate and
generate taxable income determines the calculation of
taxable income.
Deferred income tax is calculated on all temporary
differences between tax and consolidated book values
on assets and liabilities by using the liability method.
Deferred tax is determined using tax rates and
legislation effective, or principally effective, on the
balance sheet date and is expected to apply when the
related deferred tax asset is realized or the deferred
tax liability is settled. Deferred tax assets are
recognized only to the extent that it is probable that
future taxable profit will be available against which the
temporary differences can be utilized.
DIVIDEND
Dividend to the Company’s shareholders is classified
as liabilities from the date approved by the Annual
Shareholders' Meeting.
PROVISIONS
Provisions for environmental restoration, restructuring
costs and legal claims are recognized when:
a) the Company has a present legal or self-imposed
obligation as a result of past events;
b) it is more probable than not that the obligation must
be settled by a transfer of financial resources; and
c) the amount can be reliably estimated.
A provision for restructuring expenses comprises
lease termination penalties and severance pay to
employees. Provisions are not recognized for future
operating losses.
In cases with several similar obligations, the likelihood
for a settlement to take place is made for the group as
a whole. Such a provision is recognized even if the
likelihood of settlement with respect to any one item
included in the same class of obligations may be
small.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the
expenditures expected to be required to settle the
obligation using a pre-tax discount rate reflecting the
present market situation and the risks specific to the
obligation. The increase of the obligation due to
changed value of time is recognized as interest
expense.
REVENUE RECOGNITION
The main principle in IFRS 15 is to recognize income
at an amount that reflects the amount to which the
entity expects to have a right in exchange of a transfer

of goods or services to a customer. In order to
achieve this, IFRS 15 uses a five-step model to
recognize income from contracts with customers.
Revenues from the sale of goods and services are
measured at the fair value of the consideration, net of
value-added tax, returns and discounts. The
Company recognizes revenue when the amount can
be reliably measured, it is probable that the entity will
achieve future economic benefits and when the
specific criteria related to the various forms for sale
have been met. Revenue is not considered reliably
measurable until all contingencies relating to the sale
have been resolved. The Company bases its
estimates on historical results, taking into
consideration the type of customer, transaction and
the specifics of each arrangement.
Interest income
Interest income is recognized proportionally over time
using the effective interest method. When a
receivable is written down, the carrying amount is
reduced to its fair value, which is estimated future
cash flows discounted at the initial effective interest
rate. After the write-down, interest income is
recognized on the basis of amortized cost and the
original effective interest rate
Dividend income
Dividend is recognized when the right to receive
payment is established, which is after the Annual
Shareholders' Meeting's resolution in the company
granting the dividend.
LEASES WITH THE COMPANY AS LESSEE
Leases in which a significant portion of the risks and
rewards of ownership remain with the lessor are
classified as operating leases. Payments made under
operating leases (net of any incentives received from
the lessor) are charged to the income statement on a
straight-line basis over the period of the lease.
SALES OPTION ISSUED TO NON-CONTROLLING
OWNER
In cases where non-controlling owners have a sale
option of their shares to the parent company, this will
result in a liability to be accounted for pursuant to IAS
39, implying a recognition at the present value of the
estimated release price. At subsequent
measurements, the liability is valued at amortized cost
determined by the effective interest method.
The shareholder agreement between Vardar and
NEFCO gave the Company an obligation to purchase
NEFCO's shareholding in Vardar Eurus (10%) if
NEFCO exercised their sales option. On the basis of
its structure concerning pricing, the decision making,
dividend policy and issuance of a call option, the
option was defined to represent a current owner
interest pursuant to IFRS 10, and the non-controlling
owner interest was not recognized. On 13 November
2018, Vardar and NEFCO made an agreement
whereby Vardar purchased NEFCO’s owner interest
in Vardar Eurus at market value, and the option was
no longer valid (note 12).
CASH FLOW STATEMENT
The cash flow statement is prepared according to the
indirect method. Cash and cash equivalents include
cash, cash deposits and other short-term, highly liquid
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investments that immediately and at an insignificant
currency risk can be converted into known cash

amounts with maturities of three months or less from
the date of acquisition.

Note 2 Sales revenue
By business area
Consultancy services
Total sales revenue

2018
3 173
3 173

2017
3 880
3 880

Geographical distribution:
Norway
Sweden

2 850
323

3 250
630

Note 3 Salary expenses, number of employees, remuneration etc.
Salaries (including
distributed salary)
Board remuneration
Social security tax
Pension costs
Other personnel costs
Total salaries and personnel costs
Average number of man-labor years
2018
Remuneration to executives
Salary
Pension
Other benefits
Total

Other benefits to the Board of Directors include TNOK
250 to the Chair, TNOK 162 to the Deputy Chair,

CEO
2 551
285
158
2 994

2018

2017

6 684
749
1 404
7 825
144
16 806

6 497
732
1 155
3 315
148
11 847

4

4

2017
Board of
Directors
0
0
732
749

CEO
2 176
301
157
2 634

Board of
Directors
0
0
732
732

TNOK 119 to each of the three other members of the
Board, and TNOK 16 to the Audit Committee.

Auditors
The expensed fees to the Group auditors include (excl. of VAT):
-statutory audit
- tax consultancy (including technical assistance with tax
documents)
-other services
Total remuneration to auditors

2018
451
77
276
804
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Note 4 Income tax expenses
The tax expense of the year comprises:

2018

2017

4 495
19 878
144
-31 489
-6 972

-6 095
-8 713
1 106
-20 392
-34 094

2018
773 826
-125 390
428

2017
5 082
68 926
482

-855 647

-185 469

73 991
-57 418
526
1 720
4 182
27 940
-155 842
136 909
-18 932

-80 832
67 986
3 009
1 899
4 607
-7 072
-121 382
84 969
-36 414

2018

2017

Non-current assets
Financial non-current assets
Pension liabilities
Interest rate and currency swaps
Accounting provisions
Tax losses to carry forward
Total

-40
7 030
-36 096
-279 403
-7 977
-209 922
-526 408

38
27 565
-26 272
-409 360
-10 474
-190 990
-609 493

Deferred tax assets (22% this year, 23% last year)

-115 810

-140 183

Effect of changed tax rate
Change in deferred tax
Change in deferred tax over OCI
Tax effect of group contribution
Total tax expense of the year
Calculation of the tax basis of the year
Ordinary profit before tax
Other comprehensive income before tax
Permanent differences
Share of profit of investment in subsidiaries, associated
companies and joint venture
Currency translation differences
Value changes
Write-down of financial assets
3% of tax-free income pursuant to the exemption provision
Change in temporary differences over OCI
Change in temporary differences
Tax basis before group contribution
Received group contribution
Tax basis of the year after group contribution
Temporary differences:

Explanation of why this year’s tax expense does not constitute 23% of result
before tax
23% tax of profit before tax
Permanent differences (23%)
Change from 23% to 22% for deferred tax
Calculated tax expense

2018
177 980
-189 447
4 495
-6 972

Note 5 Property, plant and equipment

Cost at 1 Jan.
Additions
Acquisition cost at 31 Dec.
Accumulated depreciation at 31 Dec.
Depreciation of the year
Economic life
Depreciation method

Furniture and
fixtures etc.
1 359
1 359
1 359
0

Means of
transport
1 081
1 081
569
512

0

216
5 years
5 years
Straightline

Straight-line

Total
2 440
2 440
1 928
512
216
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Note 6 Subsidiaries, joint ventures and associated companies
Subsidiaries
Vardar Vannkraft AS
Vardar Eiendom AS
Vardar Eurus AS
Vardar Varme AS
Vardar Boreas AS
Associated companies
Glitre Energi AS
Marble Invest OU
Follum Energisentral AS
Hyperthermics Energy AS

Subsidiaries
Vardar Vannkraft AS
Vardar Eiendom AS
Vardar Eurus AS
Vardar Varme AS
Vardar Boreas AS
Total

Acquisition
date
1999
2001
2004
2007
2009

Business
office
Drammen
Drammen
Drammen
Ringerike
Drammen

1999
2011
2009
2016

Drammen
Estonia
Hønefoss
Ørsta

Stake
100,0 %
99,2 %
100,0 %
100,0 %
100,0 %

50,0 %
34,9 %
50,0 %
19,2 %

Opening bal. Profit share Group contr./
01.01.2018 of the year
dividends
605 219
59 971
-103 063
4 491
-30
23
1 237 957
707 565
-1 969 903
152 749
-2 170
1 417
151 235
17 673
0
2 152 651
783 011
-2 071 526

Voting
Acquisition
rights
cost
100,0 %
511 074
99,2 %
4 910
100,0 %
0
100,0 %
164 517
100,0 %
109 275

50,0 %
34,9 %
50,0 %
19,2 %

683 354
5 211
75
9 338

Closing
Other
bal.
changes
31.12.2018
12
562 139
0
4 484
23 514
133
-86
151 910
-822
168 086
22 618
886 752

Joint venture
Glitre Energi AS

1 647 638

119 853

-57 347

-123 931

1 586 213

Associated companies
Marble Invest OU
Follum Energisentral AS
Hyperthermics Energy AS
Total

0
118
4 999
1 652 756

0
0
0
119 853

0
0
0
-57 347

0
0
4 339
-119 592

0
118
9 338
1 595 669

Opening bal. Profit share

Group contr./

Subsidiaries

01.01.2017
658 726
4 500
1 010 103
154 265
154 529
1 982 123

of the year
18 132
-72
88 483
-3 802
-5 048
97 695

dividends
-71 681
63
0
3 009
0
-68 609

changes
42
0
140 371
-723
1 754
141 444

Closing
bal.
31.12.2017
605 219
4 491
1 238 957
152 749
151 235
2 152 651

Joint venture
Glitre Energi AS

1 683 119

95 579

-63 313

-67 747

1 647 638

Associated companies
Marble Invest OU
Follum Energisentral AS
Hyperthermics Energy AS
Norsk Enøk og Energi AS
Total

0
118
3 999
556
1 687 792

-505
0
0
0
95 073

0
0
0
0
-63 313

505
0
1 000
-556
-66 798

0
118
4 999
0
1 652 755

Vardar Vannkraft AS
Vardar Eiendom AS
Vardar Eurus AS
Vardar Varme AS
Vardar Boreas AS
Total

Other
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Note 7 Shares in other companies
Stake

BTV Investeringsfond AS
Kongsberg Innovasjon AS
PAN Innovasjon AS
Total

2,00 %
14,29 %
12,50 %

Carrying
amount

108
0
0
108

Number of
shares

2 160
1 500
90

Nominal
value
(NOK)
100
1
1

Note 8 Bonds
Issuer
Nelja Energia AS

Security
Bond

Interest terms
6mths Euribor + 650 bp

Balance 31
Dec.
0

Interest
income
12 602

Maturity
June 21

The bond was redeemed on 21 December 2018.

Note 9 Subordinated loan due after more than one year

Glitre Energi AS

Principal
amount
125 000

Interest
income
5 488

Interest
rate
4,39 %

Principal
amount
123 637
0
136 070
259 708

Interest
income
3 929
3 278
1 094
8 301

Interest
rate
3,39 %
3,73 %
0,71 %

1 650
1 650

45
45

2,50 %

2018
522

2017
378

Note 10 Other long-term receivables due after more than one year
Company
Vardar Varme AS
Vardar Eurus AS
Vardar Boreas AS
Total
Loans to other employees
Total

Note 11 Restricted cash and cash equivalents

Employee taxes withheld

Note 12 Issued sales option to non-controlling owner
The non-controlling owner comprises NEFCO’s 10%
ownership in the subsidiary Vardar Eurus AS

Opening balance 1 Jan.
Restatement over other
comprehensive income
Value change over profit
and loss
Buy-out
Carrying value at 31.12.

(described in more detail in the accounting principles;
the liability was redeemed in 2018).

2018
127 932

2017
108 679

-3 738

9 018

71 496
-195 691
0

10 235
0
127 932
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Note 13 Pension costs and pension liabilities
Pension liabilities to Group employees are covered by
a collective pension insurance in Buskerud County
Pension Fund. This arrangement also includes AFP
(early retirement pension). Actuarial gains and losses
are recognized in other comprehensive income. The
scheme covers a total of 61 current and former

Pension costs
Present value of earned pensions
Interest costs on pension obligations
Return on pension assets
Recognized changes in estimates
Social security tax
Net pension expense
Pension liabilities
Calculated pension liabilities
Pension assets (at market value)
Social security tax
Estimate deviations
Net pension liabilities

employees. In addition, the present and former CEO
and CFO have a scheme for early retirement. The
Company's and the Group's pension schemes comply
with the requirements of the Act on Mandatory
Occupational Pension.

2018
Secured
Unsecured
Scheme
Scheme
1 113
1 541
1 530
420
-1 425
0
8 321
467
172
276
9 711
2 704
2018
66 932
-55 174
1 658
0
13 416

Economic assumptions
Return
Discount rate
Annual salary growth
Annual growth in the national insurance's basic
amount
Annual pension regulation

19 877
0
2 803
0
22 680

2017
Secured
Unsecured
Scheme
scheme
1 104
1 439
1 561
398
-1 534
0
4 174
433
160
259
5 464
2 529
2017
65 118
-59 599
778
0
6 297

17 507
0
2 468
0
19 975

2018
2,60 %
2,60 %
2,75 %

2017
2,40 %
2,40 %
2,50 %

2,50 %
1,75 %

2,25 %
1,50 %

Note 14 Intercompany balances
2018
259 708
131
223 992
296
85 826

Loans to group companies
Trade receivables
Other short-term receivables
Accounts payable
Other short-term liabilities

2017
433 908
524
98 762
223
39 981

Note 15 Loans with maturity in more than five years
Type of loan

Lender

Subordinated loan
Bond loan

Buskerud County Administration

Balance at
31 Dec.
507 500
440 000

Interest Interest cost
rate
3,89 %
19 742
6,50 %
28 597
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Note 16 Bond loans and debt to credit institutions
Lender

Types of loan

Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
Nordea
VARD08
VARD05
Total

Bank loan
Bank loan
Bank loan
Bank loan
Bank loan
Bank loan
Bond loan
Bond loan

Interest
3mths Nibor + 195 bp
3mths Nibor + 235 bp
3mths Nibor + 160 bp
3mths Nibor + 165 bp
3mths Nibor + 195 bp
3mths Nibor + 190 bp
3mths Nibor + 220 bp
Fixed, 6,5%

The most extensive security requirement in Vardar AS’
loan portfolio is that the value-adjusted equity
constitutes a minimum of 150% of the interest-bearing
debt and that cash and cash flows from operations
exceed next year's interest costs. The value-adjusted
equity equals the fair value of the equity in Vardar AS.

Balance at
31 Dec.
0
0
0
0
0
0
235 000
440 000
675 000

Interest
costs
Maturity
2 286
4 674
3 768
3 834
16 546
4 185
7 426 Dec. 19
28 597 June 25
71 316

An independent external party is calculating whether
the target has been met. The Group is not in violation
with any covenants on the balance sheet date. In
addition, Vardar has provided a negative pledge
clause.

Note 17 Derivatives
Interest rate
swaps
Carrying amount at 31 Dec. 2017
Change in value
Carrying amount at 31 Dec. 2018
The fair value of the forward currency contracts and
interest rate swaps has been calculated by the
Company’s bank connection and constitutes the
discounted difference between the agreed forward
rate and the rate at 31 December for a forward
contract with the corresponding maturity. The
calculations have been subject to a quality control by
an independent third party. The forward contracts are

216 197
-14 234
201 963

Forward
currency
contracts
193 163
-115 724
77 439

Total
commitment
409 360
-129 958
279 403

in force until 2035. The value change on interest rate
swaps is recognized as financial items and the value
change on currency futures related to loans as
operating items. Currency futures concerning
currencies on future power sales are defined as
hedges and recognized in other comprehensive
income.

Note 18 Financial items

Interest income from group companies
Other interest income
Currency gain
Value changes
Other finance income
Financial income

2018
20 913
9 100
66 095
14 233
0
110 341

2017
19 652
6 982
43 690
18 784
1 455
90 563

Other interest expense
Currency loss
Value changes
Write-down of financial assets
Other finance expense
Financial expense

106 400
28 311
72 316
4 118
13 984
225 129

107 648
60 624
10 235
7 712
784
187 003
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Note 19 Related parties
All transactions with related parties were carried out as part of the ordinary business and at arms-length prices. The
most significant transactions are as follows:
Transactions with subsidiaries
Income
Consultancy services
Recharging expenses
Expenses
Consultancy services

2018

2017

1 001
9

1 729
273

1 048

816

Transactions with associated companies
Expenses
Consultancy services
Other expenses

2018

2017

818
24

916
22

Transactions with tier-subsidiary
Income
Consultancy services
Recharging expenses

2018

2017

256
67

551
79

2018

2017

1 718
98

1 201
203

Transactions with associated companies in
subsidiary
Income
Consultancy services
Recharging expenses
In addition, the Company has various borrowings and
loans with related parties (cf. notes 9, 10 and 14).
Note 3 has details on transactions with executives.

Note 20 Guarantees etc.

Guarantee liabilities for the following related companies
Vardar Varme AS
Vardar Vind AB

Currency
NOK
SEK

Amount
750
2 592

In addition, a guarantee of TNOK 11 095 has been
provided to Norsk Tillitsmann Pensjon AS.
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Note 21 Share capital and shareholder information

A shares
B shares
Total

Number
of
shares
496
49 054
49 550

Nominal
value
Share capital
5 420
2 688
5 420
265 873
268 561

Share
premium
3 489
345 011
348 500

Total
6 177
610 884
617 061

Share class B has no voting or dividend rights.
The Company has the following shareholders at
31 Dec. 2018:
Buskerud County
Administration
Drammen
Lier
Kongsberg
Ringerike
Nedre Eiker
Røyken
Øvre Eiker
Hurum
Modum
Sigdal
Hole
Flesberg
Ål
Hol
Gol
Krødsherad
Nes
Rollag
Nore og Uvdal
Hemsedal
Flå
Total

Share class
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Number of
shares

Stake

496
7 863
6 441
5 921
5 739
4 930
3 973
3 954
2 924
1 737
1 128
922
554
471
461
442
373
353
309
265
191
103
49 550

1,00 %
15,87 %
13,00 %
11,95 %
11,58 %
9,95 %
8,02 %
7,98 %
5,90 %
3,51 %
2,28 %
1,86 %
1,12 %
0,95 %
0,93 %
0,89 %
0,75 %
0,71 %
0,62 %
0,53 %
0,39 %
0,21 %
100,00 %
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RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
We confirm, to the best of our knowledge, that the financial statements for the period 1. January to 31. December
2016 have been prepared in accordance with current applicable standards, and give a true and fair view of the
assets, liabilities, financial position and profit and loss of equity for the group taken as a whole. We also confirm that
the Directors’ Report includes a true and fair review of the development and performance of the business and the
posision of the equity and the group, together with a description of the principal risk under uncertainties facing the
entity and the group.

Drammen, 09.04. 2019

Roar Flåthen

Ingvild Myhre

Jon Steen

Chairman of the Board

Deputy chairman of the Board

Member of the Board

Kristin Ourom

Kristian Thowsen

Robert Olsen

Member of the Board

Member of the Board

CEO
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Vardar's corporate governance principles shall ensure
confidence in the company's Board of Directors and
management, and lay the foundation for long-term
value creation in the best interests of its owners,
employees, other stakeholders and society in general.
The main principles for corporate governance in
Vardar are based on the following:
•
Vardar will communicate with the external
world in an open, reliable and relevant way
about its operations and corporate
governance
•
The Board of Directors of Vardar will be
autonomous and independent of the
company’s management
•
Vardar will have a clear division of work
between the Board of Directors and the
company’s management
•
Shareholders in Vardar shall be treated
equally within each class of shares
1. Statement on corporate governance
Vardar is subject to the reporting requirements for
corporate governance pursuant to Section 3-3b of the
Norwegian Accounting Act, as well as the Bond Rules
for Oslo Stock Exchange. Vardar’s principles for
corporate governance follow the “Norwegian Code of
Practice for Corporate Governance” 17 October 2018.
The Norwegian Accounting Act is available at
www.lovdata.no. The Norwegian Code of Practice for
Corporate Governance is available at www.nues.no
The Board of Directors of Vardar plays an active role
with respect to good corporate governance, and this is
an integral part of the decision-making process in
matters considered by the Board of Directors. The
principles for good corporate governance are subject
to annual assessment, discussion and consideration
by the Board of Directors.
Instructions have been prepared for the work of the
Board of Directors and the Audit Committee, which
are reviewed annually by the Board of Directors, in
addition to an evaluation of the compliance.
Compliance with the adopted corporate governance
guidelines shall strengthen confidence in the company
and contribute to the creation of value over time.
2. Business activities
Vardar's business activities are defined in Article 2 of
the company’s Articles of Association. The object of
the Company is:
•
to invest in enterprises in the production of
power based on renewable energy sources,
as well as related and complementary
enterprises
•
to invest in other companies in order to
contribute to the development and build-up
of expertise in renewable energy
•
the production of electrical power
The Articles of Association are published on the
company's website in their entirety.
The company's vision is to create value through active
ownership, while the company's business concept of
contributing to increase the supply of clean,

renewable energy defines what business areas the
company should focus on. Investments in renewable
energy are driven primarily through subsidiaries and
associated companies, both in Norway and abroad.
The Board of Directors have prepared clear goals,
strategies and established a risk management
framework in order to ensure that decisions made by
the Shareholders at the General Meetings are
followed up and create values for the company. The
Board of Directors conduct the company's strategy
work, and make decisions enabling for the company's
management to act in accordance with the adopted
strategy. Goals, strategies and risk management
framework are reviewed annualy.
The company’s ethical guidelines and core values –
honesty, openness, professionalism and enthusiasm
– are important principles for corporate governance,
and will secure a good relation to the community in
general and those who has interests in the company.
The ethical guidelines and the core values are
reviewed annually.
3. Share capital and dividends
The Group operates in a capital-intensive sector, and
the realization of the Group’s goals and strategies
requires that the Group maintain a solid financial
position, characterized by an adequate equity ratio,
predictable future cash flows and access to adequate
liquidity reserves.
The Group’s equity as at 31 December 2018 was
NOK 2,294 million, which corresponds to a book
equity ratio of 57 per cent. Vardar shall maintain a
level of equity that is reasonable in relation to the
company’s object, strategy and risk profile.
Vardar's aim is to give its owners a predictable
dividend corresponding to 2 per cent return on book
value equity, provided that this is not in violation of the
current legislation and agreed covenants in the loan
agreements into which it has entered into. This model
ensures that a significant portion of the value created
is set aside to strengthen the balance and for future
development of the operations, and the shareholders
will have a predictable rate of return.
The Board of Directors does not have the authority to
distribute dividends, increase the company's share
capital or acquire treasury shares.
4. Equal treatment of shareholders and
transactions with related parties
Vardar has two classes of shares, A and B, as
determined in the Articles of Association. The
difference between the two classes of shares is
defined in the company’s Articles of Association,
which stipulates that the class B shares shall not be
entitled to dividends or carry any voting rights for
matters that require a simple majority of the General
Meeting. Shareholders shall be treated equally within
each class of shares.
Existing shareholders have pre-emptive rights in
connection with share capital increases. Any waiver of
these pre-emptive rights must be on grounds of the
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common interests of the company and shareholders,
and the reasons will be made public in a stock
exchange disclosure in connection with the capital
increase.
Transactions between related parties
For transactions between the company and related
parties that are not insignificant, the Board of
Directors will obtain an independent valuation and
make this known to the owners. Transactions
between related parties are generally carried out on
ordinary commercial terms as though they were
carried out between independent parties.
A principle has been established by the Group in
which all of the agreements between a company with
minority shareholders and other companies shall be
reviewed by the board of the company with minority
shareholders.
If a transaction between a company with minority
shareholders and other companies in the Group is
material for the company with minority shareholders
and no external valuation exists, then an independent
valuation will be obtained. Transactions of this type
are also generally carried out on ordinary commercial
terms as though they were carried out between
independent parties.
The Group has guidelines that ensure that board
members and senior executives have a reporting
obligation if they directly or indirectly have a
significant interest in any agreements entered into by
the company.
5. Free negotiability
The shares in Vardar are freely negotiable within the
limits of the Norwegian concession laws. The
company has no ownership restrictions beyond what
follows from the Norwegian concession laws.
In accordance with the concession legislation, the
company is classified as "publicly owned". Pursuant to
the current concession legislation, ownership
structures cannot be established if they entail more
than a one-third ownership interest in hydropower
production in Norway by persons or companies that
are not classified as publicly owned.
6. General Meeting
The shareholders exercise supreme authority over
Vardar through the General Meeting. The General
Meeting deals with and decides on matters in
accordance with Norwegian law, including approval of
the annual report and accounts, distribution of
dividends, election of an auditor and approval of
auditor's fees. In addition, the General Meeting
appoints shareholder-elected members to the board
and adopts amendments to the Articles of
Association. The Annual General Meeting is held in
accordance with the Articles of Association latest by
the end of June each year.
Notice
Notice of a General Meeting must be made in writing
to all the shareholders no later than one week before
the General Meeting is to be held. The notice, case
documents, draft resolution and a proxy form are
included with the notice. Detailed information is

provided on the procedure for attending by proxy. It is
stated on the proxy form how the proxy should vote
on each individual item and candidate, and if there are
no instructions for one or more items, in the event of
the amendment of proposals or new proposals.
Participation
All shareholders in the company are entitled to submit
business for consideration, as well as to attend and
address the General Meeting. The B class shares do
not carry any voting rights in cases that only require a
simple majority. The Chairman of the Board, auditor
and Managing Director all participate in the General
Meeting. Other board members have the right to
attend.
Execution
The company's Articles of Association do not contain
provisions on who shall be the chairperson of the
company's General Meeting. In accordance with the
provisions of the Norwegian Limited Liability
Companies Act, the General Meeting is opened by the
Chairman of the Board and the chairperson for the
meeting is elected by the General Meeting.
The Annual General Meeting shall approve the annual
accounts and determine the remuneration of board
members. The minutes of the General Meeting are
made known to all the shareholders.
7. Nomination Committee
As the company's A shareholder, the Buskerud
County Council appoints a Nomination Committee
that nominates board member candidates for election
by the General Meeting. The Nomination Committee
is normally elected for a term of four years, which
corresponds with the election term for the County
Council. The Nomination Committee is independent of
the Board of Directors, senior executives and the
company.
The Nomination Committee is in contact with the A
shareholder, board members and Managing Director
in their work to nominate candidates for the Board of
Directors.
There is a set of qualification requirements for the
election of board members that must be observed by
the Nomination Committee. Interdisciplinary
qualifications are important in order to manage the
company, provide professional input, and exercise the
mandatory supervision. Board members are
personally responsible for ensuring that the company
operates in accordance with the legislation. The
Chairman of the Board is the company's principal
representative, and it is important that this person has
professional expertise and integrity that matches the
Managing Director. It is a prerequisite that the
Chairman of the Board has broad board skills and
comprehension of the requirements and expectations
that apply to a publicly owned company, and that he
communicates well with the owner. The five board
members should jointly cover the following main areas
in a manner that ensures that they can as a whole
perform the necessary supervision, contribute to
strategy work and support the day-to-day
management:
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Industry knowledge
This means knowledge of the Group's core
operations. It will be important to understand the
power market in Norway, Sweden and the Baltic
states, and how it functions under different
circumstances. It is also important to have good
comprehension of the various financial instruments
that are used in connection with hedging cash flows
and assets in the company. Technical electrical power
insight is also an advantage.
Comprehension of society and the ownership and
framework conditions
This entails good knowledge of the framework
conditions for the industry in the countries in which
Vardar operates, and of the owner's needs and role in
society.
General legal expertise
Economics and finance
Good comprehension of the Group's and subsidiaries'
accounts and other financial reporting, so that the
Board of Directors can exercise its supervisory
function in relation to the management.
Comprehension of the financing solutions for the
operations is expected, such as loan financing in
various markets and the use of financial instruments.
Business operations and management
Experience from board and strategy work
In addition, the guidelines in the Buskerud County
Administration's "Principles for Good Corporate
Governance" apply.
8. CORPORATE ASSEMBLY AND BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, COMPOSITION AND
INDEPENDENCE
Corporate Assembly
The company has no corporate assembly since the
number of employees is significantly less than 200.
Composition of the Board of Directors
Board members shall be elected according to the
Group’s need for expertise, capacity and diversity
based on the company’s activities and the objective of
ownership. The Board of Directors shall act
independently of any own interests and function
effectively as a collegiate body in the best interests of
the Group. The qualification requirements are
described in greater detail under Section 7. Both
genders should be represented on the Board of
Directors by at least 40 per cent.
The Board of Directors of Vardar consists of five
members, all of whom are elected by the
shareholders.
The Managing Director is the Chairman of the Board
of the subsidiaries as a rule and not a member of the
Board of Directors of the parent company. There are
deviations from this rule in some cases. The
composition of the boards of the subsidiaries is
discussed in advance with the Group's Chairman of
the Board, and the Board of Directors of the Group
are advised of this on an annual basis.
The chairman and deputy chairman are elected by the
General Meeting. Board members are elected as a

rule for a term of four years and follow the election
period for the Country Council. Deviations beyond this
may be adopted by the General Meeting.
Relevant information on the board members is
available on the company's website at
www.vardar.no.
Independence of the Board of Directors
All the board members are independent of the
company’s day-to-day management and important
business associates. All board members are
independent of the company's A shareholder.
9 Work of the Board of Directors
Duties of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has the ultimate responsibility
for the management of Vardar and execution of the
company’s strategy, in addition to monitoring and
supervising its activities. The Board of Directors shall
ensure that the company has good management with
a clear internal distribution of responsibilities and
tasks. The company’s management prepares
proposals for the strategy, long-term goals and
budget, which are adopted by the Board of Directors.
The Board appoints and dismisses the Chief
Executive Officer.
Rules of Procedure for the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has established Rules of
Procedure that regulate the areas of responsibility,
tasks and distribution of roles for the Board of
Directors, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive
Officer. The Rules of Procedure also contain
provisions related to impartiality and the duty of
confidentiality, requirements for a quorum, meeting
notices, meeting rules and minutes. The Chairman of
the Board is responsible for ensuring that the work of
the Board of Directors is performed in an efficient and
correct manner in accordance with the current
legislation and the adopted Rules of Procedure for the
Board of Directors.
Meeting structure
A minimum of six meetings are held annually. In total
ten meetings were held in 2018. The Board of
Directors has a fixed annual plan for its work. In
addition to approval of the strategy, financial
reporting, annual financial statements and budget, the
plan also includes a review of the risk areas and
internal control. The Board of Directors evaluates the
company’s management and organizational structure
annually.
Financial reporting
The Board of Directors receives interim reports on the
company’s economic and financial status. The
management submits and explains the quarterly and
annual financial statements. The company follows the
deadlines from Oslo Stock Exchange for half-year and
annual financial statement reporting.
Board committees
On the basis of the Audit Committee requirement in
the Norwegian Limited Liability Companies Act that
applies to companies with securities listed on a
regulated market, the Board of Directors established
an Audit Committee in November 2010. The Audit
Committee was elected by and from among the
members of the Board of Directors and has the same
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term of office as the board members. The Audit
Committee is comprised of Ingvild Myhre, Kristin
Ourom and Kristian Thowsen, all of whom satisfy the
Norwegian Public Limited Liability Companies Act's
requirements with respect to independence and
competence.

management and internal control. Risk management
at Vardar should be an integral part of the business
processes and ensure that risk that is of importance to
the achievement of goals is surveyed, analyzed and
handled as early as possible in a cost-effective
manner.

The Audit Committee is to function as a preparatory
body in relation to the Board's administrative and
supervisory tasks, and its tasks also include
supervision of the financial reporting process and the
Group's internal control system. In addition, the Audit
Committee should ensure that the Group has
independent and effective external auditing. The Audit
Committee held a total of four meetings in 2018.

The Board of Directors and Audit Committee review
the Group’s risk situation annually, and they identify
and assess the annual risk for significant errors in the
Group’s financial reporting. The corporate
management is responsible for implementing the
necessary procedures, so that identified risks are
reduced to an acceptable level within all parts of the
Group.

Board of Directors’ self-assessment
The Board of Directors must assess its own activities
and qualifications at regular intervals. This includes an
assessment of the composition of the Board and how
the Board functions, both individually and as a group,
in relation to the objectives set for its work. Upgrading
the qualifications of board members should be
facilitated as required. The assessment by the Board
of Directors is reported to the company's A
shareholder.
10. RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL
CONTROL
The Group is exposed to risk in many areas, and it is
important to have good systems for internal control
and risk management linked to the financial reporting
process.
Vardar has organized its operations through various
subsidiaries and associated companies, in which the
management takes place through the corporate
management, partly through the boards of the
underlying companies and partly through owner
management. Operative decisions related to the
operations of the underlying companies are made by
the management and board of these companies.
The Group identifies significant financial reporting risk
annually, and it assesses whether established
auditing procedures in the subsidiaries and
associated companies are adequate for a reduction of
the risk of errors in the financial reporting to an
acceptable level.
The Vardar Group reports in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS). The Group has established guidelines for
ensuring that reliable, relevant and identical
information is given to the owner and market in
general. The guidelines also cover the internal needs.
The Group uses the IFRS accounting system.
Reporting units are responsible for implementing
adequate auditing procedures in order to prevent
errors in the financial reporting. The accounting
function in the Group prepares the financial reporting
for the Group and ensures that the reporting is in
accordance with the current legislation, accounting
standards, adopted accounting policies and the Board
of Directors’ guidelines.
Responsibility and object of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that
the company has good systems for handling risk

The Audit Committee functions as a preparatory body
for the Board of Directors and supports the Board of
Directors in exercising its responsibility for financial
reporting, auditing, internal control and the overall
management of risk. In connection with the
preparation of the annual financial statements,
Directors’ report and half-year financial statements,
the Audit Committee reviews significant accounting
matters with the management and external auditor. In
addition, the Audit Committee reviews and assesses
the guidelines and procedures that Vardar has
prepared to satisfy the financial reporting
requirements, and to reduce the risk of errors in the
financial reporting to an acceptable level. The Board
of Directors of Vardar AS considers the half-year
report and annual financial statements for the Group
after consideration by the management and review by
the Audit Committee. The annual financial statements
are adopted by the General Meeting.
The main elements of the company’s risk areas and
internal control related to financial reporting are
discussed in the consolidated financial statements.
11. Remuneration of the Board of Directors
The General Meeting adopts the remuneration of
board members annually. Remuneration of the Board
of Directors is not performance-based and no options
are issued to board members. Remuneration of the
Board of Directors shall be formulated so that it
emerges as reasonable on the basis of the Board's
responsibility, qualifications, time spent and
complexity.
In 2018, none of the board members have had any
special tasks for the company in addition to their
board position. The remuneration paid to the Board of
Directors in 2018 is specified in note 14 to the annual
financial statements.
12. Remuneration of senior executives
The Buskerud County Administration does not want
the companies to be pay leaders for executive
remuneration in their industry, but the remuneration
must be based on competitive terms. The Board of
Directors determines the Managing Director's salary.
The owner expects that the Chairman of the Board
will clarify the determination of the executive pay level
with the General Meeting / Chairman of the Municipal
Council. No remuneration is paid to the Managing
Director or other employees for participation on the
boards of subsidiaries.
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Remuneration of other senior executives is stipulated
by the Chief Executive Officer. The Group’s
compensation policy for senior executives is
described in greater detail in note 14 to the annual
financial statements.
13. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
Guidelines for the reporting of financial and other
information
Vardar provides investors and analysts with access to
the same information simultaneously through
publication on internal websites and disclosure to
Oslo Stock Exchange. Communication with the
financial market must provide the best possible basis
for creating an accurate picture of the company’s
financial position, key value drivers, risk factors and
other considerations that may affect the future
creation of value. The company has defined who has
the right to speak on various issues.
Reporting and notices
The company follows the Norwegian Securities
Trading Act with regard to reporting. The complete
half-year report, annual financial statements and
annual report are made available on the company's
website.

14.Company takeover
So far, the Board of Directors has not found it
necessary to prepare special guidelines for takeover
situations.
15.Auditor
The auditor attends meetings of the Audit Committee
and board meetings at which the annual and half-year
accounts are reviewed. In connection with these
meetings, the auditor will review significant changes
to the company’s accounting principles, assessments
of significant accounting estimates and any matters
where there may be a disagreement between the
auditor and the management and where these
matters are of a significant nature. The auditor has a
meeting with the Board of Directors without the
management present at least once a year. The
auditor is entitled to be present at the company’s
General Meetings.
Information on the auditor’s fees for auditing and other
services is specified in Note 14 to the annual financial
statements.
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